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SECTION I
THE EVOLUTION OF AEROSPACE DEFENSE

Before World War I defense against air attack was hardly considered a problem. The airplane was so limited in performance that military planners envisioned it capable of little more than short range reconnaissance flights. During the first three years of war on the Western Front the airplane underwent remarkable technological and operational improvement, but air defense was not considered a special factor in the overall conduct of the air war. Few tactics were developed specifically for air defense; combat patrols generally doubled for both offensive and defensive purposes. Large numbers of antiaircraft guns and searchlights were eventually emplaced behind the lines, and captive barrage balloons were added for defense of specific installations. Then as now, emphasis was on early warning. Forward observers reported by telephone the approach of hostile aircraft and were assisted eventually by sound locating devices. Air patrols then intercepted and engaged the attackers. Effective air defense of allied ground forces was achieved by mid-1918 only through the achievement of air superiority.

The defense of national capitals had mixed success. When German Zeppelin raids against England began in 1915, British defenses proved inadequate. Only second-rate training aircraft and a few guns were available, and no warning system had been organized. For a time the Zeppelins could approach undetected over the North Sea, but by 1917 they were compelled virtually to abandon their attacks because of greatly strengthened British fighter defenses. Fast pursuit planes firing incendiary bullets were found to be far more effective against airships than antiaircraft guns. The Germans then turned to large bombers. Their initial success compelled the British again to reorganize their defenses. In 1918 an elaborate system of barrage zones was finally established in which searchlights, antiaircraft guns, and warning posts were located in groups between London and the coast. Balloon aprons were also installed around London and the blackout was extended to most English cities. The most effective defenders remained the highly trained, and by this time experienced, pursuit squadrons. Heavy losses and poor bombing results forced the Germans to abandon their raids in the summer of 1918.

Although bombardment aviation made rapid strides during the last months of WW I, such progress seemed to bode ill only for the capitals and peoples of Europe; America's ocean frontiers seemed sufficient guarantee against attack on the North American continent, and no real threat emerged until the rise of Japan and Nazi Germany in the mid-thirties. Discussions of air attack tended to be theoretical in nature because aeronautics was still in its adolescence, but General Billy Mitchell argued for the future that not only were carrier-based raiders a possibility but heavy bombers could attack the vital areas of the northeast US directly from Europe. Mitchell discounted any air
exercises. This experience was invaluable in developing tactics and procedures, as were lessons learned during the fall of 1940 from the Battle of Britain. But although greatly impressed by British air defense organization, techniques, and equipment, the ADC commander, Brigadier General James E. Chaney, believed that Britain's highly integrated system was impracticable for the United States because of the great geographical distances involved. More realistic, he thought, would be a number of self-sufficient and tailor-made air defense networks to service the needs of "strategic air areas."

In a conference held in February 1941, General Marshall assigned the responsibility for air defense to the air forces. In line with General Chaney's theory, GHQ Air Force was given four continental air forces, each of which contained an interceptor command. The interceptor commands were charged with air defense of their areas, but were subject to the overall supervision of four new air defense commands, coterminous with the four Army areas, which were invested with overall defense responsibility. With the training of the staffs of the new interceptor commands, ADC's work was virtually completed. In June 1941 it was inactivated, but its doctrines guided air defense operations for the remainder of the war.

When the US entered World War II, air defense facilities underwent a major expansion, especially on the east and west coasts. Ninety-five radar stations were eventually completed, although about 75 was the maximum number operational at any one time. The principle radars used were the SCR-270 (mobile) and the SCR-271 (fixed), with ground control intercept radars (SCR-588) being added during 1943 for close-in coverage (up to 50 miles) for tracking and controlling fighters from the ground.

ADC's work with ground observers in air defense exercises in 1940-41 greatly facilitated the War Department's organization of the AAF Ground Observer Corps in 1942. The information net eventually grew to 15 centers along both coasts and four standby centers along the Gulf coast, with a total of 14,000 observation posts and an estimated 1,500,000 civilian volunteers enrolled.

The shortage of fighter planes early in the war was a serious handicap. Although the situation improved during 1942 with the receipt of the P-38 and P-47, until the introduction of the P-61, lack of all-weather aircraft made the success of interception at night or in inclement weather highly doubtful.

Antiaircraft artillery provided local defense. AAA underwent drastic changes during the war, with unified AAA commands emerging on both coasts after Pearl Harbor. After considerable controversy, the control of AAA was placed under AAF interceptor commands.

No air attack tested this elaborate air defense system. Until the Battle of Midway in June 1942, air defenses remained in a high state
Weapons carried by the modern fighters were also modernized. The F-89D was modified to accept the Falcon guided missile (F-89H) and Genie atomic rockets (F-89J). The F-86D was modified (F-86L) to include data link, thereby permitting more precise control from the ground. The F-86L and the F-89H became available in 1956, the F-89J a year later. Even more advanced were the Century Series supersonic interceptors. The first, the F-102A, appeared in 1956; the F-104 came along in 1958; and the F-101B and F-106A were delivered in the first half of 1959. Complementing the manned interceptor was the BOMARC supersonic interceptor missile which first entered the inventory in September 1959. It was based along the eastern seaboard and the northern border.

Since the operation of the expanding air defense network required daily coordination on tactical matters and the merging of plans to a greater extent than ever before, issues of command and control became paramount. In 1954, with all three services forging ahead with contributions to air defense, the JCS formed a joint air defense command, Continental Air Command, and gave it operational control of all forces assigned to air defense in the United States. The larger issue of continental defense was also under review by this time in the US and Canada. From their experience in joint planning activities since the late 1940s, it had become obvious to air defense officers of the two nations that the most effective defense required common operating procedures, deployment according to a single plan, the means for quick decision, and authoritative control over all weapons and actions. On the basis of talks between the RCAF Chief of Staff and the commander of ADC in the spring of 1954, their staffs drew up a plan which called for a combined air defense organization under a single commander. Over the next two years studies and consultations at various levels of the two governments culminated finally in a joint announcement on 1 August 1957 by the US Secretary of Defense and the Canadian Minister of Defence that the two nations would soon set up a system of centralized operational control of their air defense forces. On 12 September the North American Air Defense Command was activated at Ent AFB, CO. The formal NORAD Agreement was signed on 12 May the following year. By the early 1960s a quarter million Canadian and US personnel operated a multi-layered and interlocking complex of sensor sites, control centers, manned interceptors, and surface-to-air missiles which constituted probably the best defense ever erected against bomber attack.

The decade of the 1960s saw the character of the threat begin to change as the Soviets focused on creation of intercontinental and sea-launched ballistic missile forces. In response, the US built a network of three Ballistic Missile Early Warning (BMEWS) sites. Additional radars were also located along the east and west coasts to detect missiles launched from submarines. The potential for military operations from space had been understood theoretically long before Sputnik in 1957, but only after the event and the subsequent
to change its plans at that time, space organization remained an important future agenda item. A Secretary of the Air Force-directed Space Mission Organization Planning Study in 1979 considered various options for future space organization. Field commanders agreed that whether space went to an existing organization or to a newly formed one, stronger centralized management was needed. During the next several years the Air Force took several interim steps to strengthen management and clarify the distinction between space research and development and space operations. In early 1982 both the Secretary of the Air Force and the Chief of Staff acknowledged that the Air Force was moving toward the formation of a space command. Several months of effort by a Chief of Staff study group culminated in a briefing to General Allen in April. He agreed that the organizational direction should be toward formation of a space command. On 1 September Undersecretary of the Air Force Aldridge announced formation of a new command as a "... prudent evolutionary step in the management and operation of Air Force space systems." The Air Force chose General James V. Hartinger to head the new command. Lieutenant General Richard C. Henry, commander of Space Division, was named its vice commander. On 1 September Space Command was officially activated at Peterson AFB, CO. Manpower resources for Space Command, the first major command created by USAF since 1950, came from organizations already in existence in Colorado Springs, from space and missile warning units operated by SAC since 1979 and reassigned, and from new authorizations.

The history of the development of military space systems had been one of the military services developing specialized space operations and support systems suitable for their individual needs. The Navy had an interest in high altitude rockets and early satellite technology and eventually fleet support communications and navigation space systems; the Army focused on booster and launch vehicles; and the Air Force concentrated on ICBMs and later extensive satellite applications for military use in communications, weather, surveillance, and navigation. By the early 1980s the importance of space and the growing number of space systems caused the Air Force and the Navy to establish commands dedicated to space operations. Both these actions were initial steps toward a unified space command which could integrate operational systems into the national command structure to ensure control and management of space forces for direct war-fighting needs. Beginning in 1983, the JCS took specific action to form a unified space command. Following study of a proposal by Air Force Chief of Staff General Charles Gabriel, on 6 November the JCS recommended establishment of such a command. Later that month, the Secretary of Defense recommended to the National Security Council that President Reagan approve the proposal. In February 1984 the JCS formed the Joint Planning Staff for Space to conduct transition planning. On 20 November 1984, the President approved the formation and activation of a United States Space Command by October 1985.
SECTION II
SIGNIFICANT COMMAND CHANGES

1946
21 March Air Defense Command (ADC) constituted at Mitchel Field NY. Activated on 27 March.

1948
1 December Continental Air Command (CONAC) created and given air defense mission. ADC remained an "operational" command, but all air defense units assigned to CONAC.

1950
1 July ADC discontinued.

1951
1 January ADC reestablished as a major command at Mitchel AFB NY. Command moved to Ent AFB CO beginning 8 January.

1954
1 September Continental Air Defense Command (CONAD) activated as a JCS joint command at Ent AFB CO. ADC was USAF component command; Army Air Defense Command was Army component; and Naval Forces CONAD the Navy component.

1957
12 September North American Air Defense Command activated at Ent AFB CO.

1968
15 January ADC redesignated Aerospace Defense Command, but retained abbreviation ADC.

1973
1 July ADC and CONAD staffs consolidated.

1975
On 30 June CONAD disestablished. 1 July new JCS Unified Command Plan designated ADC as a specified command Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM). It retained its MAJCOM status.
SECTION III
CHRONOLOGY OF OTHER SIGNIFICANT CHANGES

1946-49

21 March 1946 - ADC organized at Mitchel Field NY with interim mission "to organize and administer the integrated air defense system of the Continental US . . . exercise direct control of all active measures, and coordinate all passive means of air defense."

27 March - The AAF Air Defense Command activated at Mitchel Field NY. It assumed control of 414th Night Fighter Squadron, which was a purely paper organization, and 425th Night Fighter Squadron, which was manned by one officer and two enlisted men. Two bases, Mitchel Field and Hamilton Field, California, also assigned to ADC.

10 June - The ADC mission expanded to extent that ADC was required to coordinate within the US the means available from other services for air defense, such as Naval and Marine aircraft units temporarily shore-based.

21 May 1947 - The 505th AGW Group—first postwar aircraft control and warning organization—activated at McChord Fld, Washington.

25 October - The 25th Air Division—first air division for defense—established with headquarters at Silver Lake (near Everett) Washington; 26th Air Division formed 16 November, the first one on east coast, at Roslyn NY.

1 December - Continental Air Command (ConAC) created and given mission of air defense. ADC left as "operational" command but all air defense units assigned to ConAC. TAC also placed under ConAC to provide additional fighter strength. General Stratmeyer became ConAC commander, and General Saville assumed command of ADC.

1 March 1949 - The six ConAC air forces relieved of air defense responsibilities which were given to Eastern and Western Air Defense Liaison Groups.

1 September - Eastern and Western Air Defense Forces activated 21 October and fighter aircraft were placed under their continuous operational control. They were assigned to ADC as follows: HQ and HQ Sq, EADF and HQ and HQ Sq, WADF, effective 1 Jan 51; both were redesignated HQ EADF and WADF effective 1 Sep 51.

8 December 1949 - 32d and 28th Air Divisions activated at Stewart AFB NY and Hamilton AFB CA, respectively.

16 December 1949 - 30th Air Division activated at Selfridge AFB MI.
* ADC was assigned to ConAC on 1 Dec 1948.

* ADC was discontinued on 1 Jul 1950.
*ADC was reestablished as a major command at Mitchel Fld, NY on 1 Jan 51; the headquarters moved from Mitchel Fld to Ent AFB, Colo. on 8 Jan 1951.
1957

8 January - New York ADS activated and assigned to 26th Air Division. Same day Detroit ADS activated and assigned to 30th Air Division; Syracuse ADS assigned to 32d Air Division; Washington ADS assigned to 85th Air Division; Boston ADS assigned to 26th Air Division; Bangor ADS assigned to 32d Air Division.

8 March - Chicago ADS activated and assigned to 37th Air Division.

15 April - ADC assigned operational control of DEW Line with the inactivation of Northeast Air Command (NEAC). 64th Air Division transferred from NEAC to ADC effective 1 April and assumed operational control of DEW Line.

1 July - 73d Air Division (Weapons) activated at Tyndall AFB FL and ADC assumed control for use as Weapons Employment Center replacing the facility at Moody AFB GA.

1 July - 8th Division at McClellan AFB inactivated.

8 September - Montgomery ADS activated and assigned to 35th Air Division.

8 October - Duluth ADS activated and assigned to 37th Air Division.

8 December - Grand Forks ADS activated and assigned to 31st Air Division.

1958

8 January - Seattle ADS activated and assigned to 25th Air Division.

15 January - 4751st Air Defense Missile Wing activated at Eglin AFB (GA), Florida, to develop and train BOMARC units.

15 April - 4601st Support Squadron activated at Paramus NJ to represent ADC in the contract administration of DEW Line.

10 June - NORAD activated Alaskan, Central, Eastern, Northern, and Western NORAD Regions.

15 August - 32d Air Division inactivated.

15 August - 9th Air Division (Def) inactivated.

1 September - Portland ADS activated and assigned to 25th Air Division.
1959 cont'd

1 August - 32d NORAD/CONAD region redesignated 32d NORAD Region at Dobbins AFB GA.

September - SAGE Combat Center No. 2 (30th Air Division) became operational.

1 September - 46th Air Defense Missile Squadron at McGuire AFB NJ—the first BOMARC squadron—became operational.

1 October - 27th Air Division (Defense) inactivated.

1 October - Sioux City ADS activated and assigned to 20th Air Division.

1960

1 January - Central NORAD Region at Richards–Gebaur AFB MO discontinued.

1 January - 33d Air Division (Defense) redesignated 33d Air Division (SAGE), transferred from CADF to ADC and its headquarters moved from Oklahoma City AFS OK to Richards–Gebaur AFB MO.

1 January - 20th Air Division (Defense) at Richards–Gebaur AFB discontinued.

1 January - 29th Air Division (Defense) redesignated 29th Air Division (SAGE) and transferred from CADF to ADC.

1 January - Kansas City ADS (Manual) and Oklahoma City ADS activated and assigned to 33d Air Division.

1 January - Albuquerque ADS, 33d Air Division, activated at Kirtland and same date 34th Air Division (Def) discontinued. The sector discontinued 1 Nov 60.

1 January - 31st Air Division (Def) headquarters at Fort Snelling MN discontinued.

1 January - Eastern and Central Air Defense Forces inactivated.

15 January - 33d NORAD Region activated at Richards–Gebaur AFB MO.

1 April - Goose ADS (Manual) activated and assigned to 64th Air Division.
(1963 contd)

15 November - 10th Aerospace Defense Squadron organized at Vandenberg AFB CA and assigned to ADC.

1 December - Grand Forks ADS discontinued.

15 December - Sault Ste Marie ADS discontinued.

1964

1 August - 10th Aerospace Defense Squadron transferred from HQ ADC to 9th Aerospace Defense Division.

1965

3 September - Space Defense Center moved from Ent AFB to newly completed Cheyenne Mountain Combat Operations Center and activated.

1966

1 April - Numbered Air Forces organized as follows:

HQ First Air Force at Stewart AFB NY
HQ Fourth Air Force at Hamilton AFB CA
HQ Tenth Air Force at Richards-Gebaur AFB NO
HQ 14th Air Force at Gunter AFB AL

1 April - Ten new Air Divisions organized:

HQ 20th Air Division at Truax Field WI
HQ 21st Air Division at McGuire AFB NJ
HQ 27th Air Division at Luke AFB AZ
HQ 31st Air Division at Oklahoma City AFS OK
HQ 32d Air Division at Gunter AFB AL
HQ 33d Air Division at Fort Lee AFS VA
HQ 34th Air Division at Custer AFS MI
HQ 35th Air Division at Hancock Fld NY
HQ 36th Air Division at Topsham AFS ME
HQ 37th Air Division at Goose AB, Labrador
(1966 contd)

1 April - The following reassignments occurred as a result of the ADC reorganization and reconfiguration:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Forces Iceland</td>
<td>Goose ADS (Manual)</td>
<td>37th Air Div</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles ADS</td>
<td>28th Air Div (SAGE)</td>
<td>4th AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reno ADS</td>
<td>28th Air Div (SAGE)</td>
<td>4th AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th Air Div</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>4th AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26th Air Div</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>4th AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28th Air Div</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>4th AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29th Air Div</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>4th AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30th Air Div</td>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>10th AF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 April - 26th NORAD Region redesignated Eastern NORAD Region.

1 April - 28th NORAD Region redesignated Western NORAD Region.

1 April - 29th NORAD Region redesignated Central NORAD Region.

1 April - 32d NORAD Region redesignated Southern NORAD Region.

1 April - 30th NORAD Region discontinued.

25 June - HQ Los Angeles ADS at Norton AFB CA discontinued as was HQ Reno ADS at Stead AFB NV.

1967

1 January - HQ 73d Aerospace Surveillance Wing organized at Ent AFB CO.

31 October - Air Defense Weapons Center USAF, established at Tyndall AFB FL. USAF dropped from title 2 Nov 67.

31 December - HQ 21st Air Division discontinued, but reactivated at Hancock Fld NY 19 Nov 69 and reassigned from 1 AF to HQ ADC 1 Dec 69.

1968


1 July - First Aerospace Control Squadron reassigned from 9th Air Division to 14th Aerospace Force.
ARTAS OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR AIR DEFENSE

July 1973

July 1975
(1975 contd)

1 July - ADCOM designated specified command.

1 October - 18th Surveillance Sq, Edwards AFB CA, and three detachments inactivated as contractor operations and maintenance began for Baker-Nunn Spacetrack sensors.

1 October - HQ Alaskan ADCOM Region designated and activated at Elmendorf AFS AK (with DAF ltr, later determined to be in error, see 1 May 85 entry).

1976

21 April - 4699th Aerospace Defense Squadron inactivated at Cheyenne Mountain Complex CO.

21 April - 47th Communications Group, Ent AFB CO, redesignated 47th Communications Squadron and reassigned from HQ ADCOM to 46th Aerospace Defense Wing.

21 April - 4699th Aerospace Defense Squadron inactivated at Cheyenne Mountain Complex CO.

30 April - 552d Airborne Early Warning and Control Group inactivated at McClellan AFB CA.

31 May - 17th Radar Squadron inactivated at Ko Kha, Thailand.

1 October - 14th Aerospace Force, Ent AFB CO, inactivated and its personnel and units (missile and space surveillance) reassigned to HQ ADCOM, divisions, and the Alaskan ADCOM Region.

1977

30 June - 656th Radar Squadron inactivated at Saratoga Springs AFS NY.

30 June - 676th Radar Squadron inactivated at Antigo AFS WI.

1 November - 319th Fighter Interceptor Training Squadron inactivated at Tyndall AFB FL.

31 December - 630th Radar Squadron inactivated at Houston TX.
1978

1 April - 752d Radar Squadron inactivated at Empire AFS MI.
1 April - 716th Radar Squadron inactivated at Kalispell AFS MT.
1 April - 644th Radar Squadron inactivated at Homestead AFB FL.
30 September - 632d Radar Squadron inactivated at Roanoke Rapids SC.
1 October - 6th Missile Warning Squadron activated at Otis AFB MA.

1979

30 March - 757th Radar Squadron inactivated at Blaine AFS WA.
29 June - 702d Radar Squadron inactivated at Savannah AFS GA.
29 June - 763d Radar Squadron inactivated at Lockport AFS NY.
29 June - 764th Radar Squadron inactivated at St Albans AFS VT.
30 June - 689th Radar Squadron inactivated at Mt Hebo AFS OR.
30 June - 907th Radar Squadron inactivated at Bucks Harbor AFS ME.
1 July - 7th Missile Warning Squadron activated at Beale AFB CA.
13 July - 17th Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron inactivated at Malmstrom AFB MT.
29 September - 765th Radar Squadron inactivated at Charleston AFS ME.
29 September - 778th Radar Squadron inactivated at Havre AFS MT.
29 September - 779th Radar Squadron inactivated at Opheim AFS MT.
29 September - 780th Radar Squadron inactivated at Fortuna AFS ND.
29 September - 786th Radar Squadron inactivated at Minot AFS ND.

1 October - First of a two-part reorganization of aerospace defense and surveillance and warning resources took place with transfer of ADCOM atmospheric defense resources (interceptors and warning radars) to Tactical Air Command (TAC) and communications and electronics assets to Air Force Communications Service (AFCS). Thereafter, those two commands had resource management responsibility.
(1979 continued)

1 December - The second part of the ADCOM reorganization took place with transfer of missile warning and space surveillance assets to SAC. Units reassigned to SAC:

- 2d Communications Sq, Buckley Fld CO
- 5th Defense Space Communications Sq, Woomera ASN, Australia
- 6th Missile Warning Sq, Otis AFB MA
- 7th Missile Warning Sq, Beale AFB CA
- 12th Missile Warning Sq, Thule AFB, Greenland
- 14th Missile Warning Sq, MacDill AFB FL
- 19th Surveillance Sq, Pirinckik, Turkey
- 20th Missile Warning Sq, Eglin AFB FL
- 4684th Air Base Group, Sondrestrom AB, Greenland

1 December - Aerospace Defense Center activated at Colorado Springs CO.

1 December - Aerospace Defense Combat Operations Staff (ADCOS) activated at Cheyenne Mountain Complex CO.

7 December - 4690th Aerospace Intelligence Sq inactivated at Cheyenne Mountain Complex CO.

1980

31 March - Aerospace Defense Command, a major air command, inactivated at Colorado Springs CO.

1 December - HQ ADCOM Combat Operations Center inactivated.

1981

1 October - Cheyenne Mountain Support Group activated.

1982

1 September - ADCOM and NORAD Airborne Command and Control Squadrons activated at Tinker AFB OK.

1 September - 3d Airborne Command and Control Sq activated at Tinker AFB OK.

1 September - Air Defense Operations Center activated at Cheyenne Mountain Complex CO.
23 September - 21st NORAD Region moved from Hancock Field NY to Griffiss AFB NY and inactivated.

23 September - 24th NORAD Region moved from Malmstrom AFB MT to Griffiss AFB NY.

1 October - 1025th Satellite Communications Squadron, Mobile, activated at Holloman AFB NM.

9 December - 26th NORAD Region moved from Luke AFB AZ to March AFB CA.

1985

1 May - Alaskan Aerospace Defense Command Region activated (by JCS authority) assigned to ADCOM (specified).

1 July - 9th Missile Warning Squadron activated at Robins AFB GA.

8 July - 2d Space Wing activated at Falcon AFS CO.

1 October - 2d Satellite Control Squadron activated at Falcon AFS CO.

15 November - Space Command redesignated Air Force Space Command.

1 December - 1st Manned Spaceflight Squadron activated at L. B. Johnson Space Center TX.

1986

1 April - 8th Missile Warning Squadron activated at Eldorado AFS TX.

1 April - 1000th Satellite Operations Group reassigned from 1st Space Wing to 2d Space Wing.

1 August - 3d Airborne Command and Control Squadron reassigned from AFSPACECOM to TAC.

1 August - 3d Communications Squadron activated at Kapaun ADM, Federal Republic Germany.

1 August - 10th Missile Warning Squadron activated at Cavalier AFS ND.

1 August - 4th Satellite Communications Squadron (Mobile) activated at Holloman AFB NM.
SECTION IV
ORGANIZATIONAL LINEAGE

REGIONS

ADCOM

Alaskan ADCOM Region: desig and act at Elmendorf AFB AK, 1 Oct 75, by DAF ltr authority and asgd to ADCOM (ADCOM SO G-175). This was later determined to have been a mistake so the Region was again act 1 May 85 (ADCOM SO GC-3) and asgd to ADCOM (specified). Authority JCS UCP and JSCP. Region inact 19 Dec 86 in conjunction with inact of ADCOM (specified).

20th ADCOM Region: desig and act 8 Dec 78 at Fort Lee AFS VA, and asgd to Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), specified command; inact 1 Jun 83.

21st ADCOM Region: desig and act 8 Dec 78 at Hancock Fld NY, and asgd to Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), specified command; inact 23 Sep 83.

23d ADCOM Region: desig and act 8 Dec 78 at Duluth IAP MN, and asgd to Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), specified command; inact 19 Dec 86.

24th ADCOM Region: desig and act 8 Dec 78 at Malmstrom AFB MT, and asgd to Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), specified command; inact 19 Dec 86.

25th ADCOM Region: desig and act 8 Dec 78 at McChord AFB WA, and asgd to Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), specified command; inact 19 Dec 86.

26th ADCOM Region: desig and act 8 Dec 78 at Luke AFB AZ, and asgd to Aerospace Defense Command (ADCOM), specified command; inact 19 Dec 86.

NORAD

Alaskan NORAD Region: act 10 Jun 58 at Elmendorf AFB AK.

Canadian NORAD Region: redesig from 22 NORAD Region 1 Jun 83 at Canadian Forces Base North Bay, Ontario.

Central NORAD Region: act 10 Jun 58 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO, disc 1 Jan 60; react 1 Apr 66 (redesig from 29 NORAD Region); disc 15 Sep 69.
32d NORAD Region: redesig from 32 NORAD/CONAD Region to 32 NORAD Region 1 Aug 59 at Dobbins AFB GA; mvd from Dobbins to Oklahoma City AFB OK, 1 Aug 61; mvd from Oklahoma City to Gunter AFB AL, 1 Jul 63; redesig from 32 NORAD Region to Southern NORAD Region 1 Apr 66.

33d NORAD Region: act 15 Jan 60 at Richards-Geaur AFB MO; disc 1 Jul 61.

AIR FORCES

First Air Force: act at Mitchel Fld NY, as Northeast Air District 18 Dec 40; redesig 1 AF early 1941, trained new organizations and later replacements for combat units; also provided air defense for eastern US until 1943; asgd to ADC 27 Mar 46; mvd to Ft Slocum NY, 3 Jun 46, and asgd to Continental Air Defense Command (ConAC) in Dec 48; reasgd to ADC 1 Apr 66; inact 31 Dec 69.

Second Air Force: act at McChord Fld WA, 18 Dec 40, as Northwest Air District; redesig 2 AF early in 41; served as both an air defense and a training organization; inact 30 Mar 46; react 6 Jun 46 at Ft Crook NE, and asgd to ADC; inact 1 Jul 48.

Fourth Air Force: act at March Fld CA, 18 Dec 40, as Southwest Air District; redesig 4 AF early 41; provided air defense for western US until 1943, and at same time trained new organizations; later, engaged primarily in training replacements for combat units; asgd to ADC Mar 46, and mvd to Hamilton Fld CA, 19 Jun 46; reasgd to ConAC Dec 48, being concerned chiefly with air defense until 1949 and with reserve and national guard activities thereafter; disc 1 Sep 60, react 1 Apr 66 and asgd to ADC; inact 30 Sep 69.

Tenth Air Force: act 12 Feb 42 at Patterson Fld OH, and served in India, Burma, and China during WWII; inact 6 Jan 46 but react 24 May 46 at Brooks Fld TX, and asgd to ADC and later (Dec 48) to ConAC; inact 1 Sep 60; react 1 Apr 66 at Richards-Geaur AFB MO, and asgd to ADC; inact 31 Dec 69.

Eleventh Air Force: act 13 Jun 46 at Olmstead Fld, Middletown PA, and asgd to ADC; inact 1 Jul 48.

Fourteenth Air Force: act in China 10 Mar 43; served in combat, operating primarily in China, until end of war; inact 6 Jan 46; act 24 May 46 at Orlando AB FL, and asgd first to ADC and later (1948) to ConAC; react at Gunter AFB AL, and asgd to ADC on 1 Apr 66; redesig Fourteenth Aerospace Force 1 Jul 68 and mvd to Ent AFB CO; inact 1 Oct 76.
25th Air Division: act as 25th Air Division (Def) on 25 Oct 48 at Silver Lake WA, and asgd to 4 AF; reasgd to WADF in Feb 50; mvd to McChord AFB WA, 15 Sep 51; redesign 25 AD (SAGE) 1 Mar 59; trans to ADC 1 Jul 60; reasgd to 4 AF 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 10 AF 15 Sep 69; reasgd to ADC 1 Dec 69; reasgd to TAC 1 Oct 79.

26th Air Division: act 16 Nov 48 at Mitchel AFB NY, and asgd to 1 AF; mvd to Roslyn AFS NY, 18 Apr 49; redesign 26 AD (Def) 20 Jun 49; reasgd to EADF 1 Sep 50; redesign 26 AD (SAGE) 8 Aug 58 and mvd to Syracuse AFS NY; Syracuse AFS redesign Hancock Fld NY, ca. Jul 59; trans to ADC 1 Aug 59; mvd to Stewart AFB NY, 15 Jun 64; redesign 26 AD 20 Jan 66; trans to 4 AF 1 Apr 66, and mvd to Adair AFS OR; inact 30 Sep 69; act at Luke AFB AZ, 19 Nov 69; reasgd to TAC 1 Oct 79.

27th Air Division: act 20 Sep 50 as 27 AD (Def), Norton AFB CA, and asgd to WADF; inact 1 Oct 59. Org as 27 AD 1 Apr 66 at Luke AFB AZ, and asgd to 4 AF; reasgd to 10 AF 15 Sep 69; inact 19 Nov 69.

28th Air Division: asgd to WADF 1 Jan 51 as 28 AD (Def) at Hamilton AFB CA; redesign 28 AD (SAGE) and trans to ADC 1 Jul 60; redesign 28 AD 1 Apr 66, mvd to Malmstrom AFB MT and asgd to 10 AF; inact 19 Nov 69.

29th Air Division: act 1 Mar 51 at Great Falls AFB MT and asgd to WADF; trans to CADF 16 Feb 53; Great Falls AFB redesign Malmstrom AFB in fall of 1955; redesign 29 AD (SAGE) 1 Jan 60 and trans to ADC; mvd to Richards-Gebaur AFB MO 1 Jul 61; redesign 29 AD 1 Apr 66; mvd to Duluth IAP MN and asgd to 10 AF; reasgd to 1 AF 15 Sep 69; inact 19 Nov 69.

30th Air Division: act at Selfridge AFB MI 16 Dec 49 as 30 AD (Def) and asgd to ADC; mvd to Willow Run Airport MI in Apr 52 and asgd to EADF; reorg and redesign 30 AD (SAGE) 1 Apr 59 and mvd to Truax Fld WI; trans to ADC 1 Jul 59; redesign 30 AD, mvd to Sioux City Mun Aprt IA (without personnel or equipment); asgd to 10 AF 1 Apr 66; disc 18 Sep 68.

31st Air Division: act 8 Oct 50 at Selfridge AFB MI as 31 AD (Def) and asgd to EADF; asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51; mvd to Fort Snelling MN 18 Dec 50; trans to CADF 20 May 51; inact 1 Jan 60; org at Oklahoma City AFS OK, 1 Apr 66 and asgd to 14 AF; reasgd to 10 AF 1 Jul 68; inact 31 Dec 69.

32d Air Division: asgd to EADF 1 Jan 51 at Stewart AFB NY; mvd to Hancock Fld NY 15 Feb 52; base of assignment redesign Syracuse AFS NY 1 Dec 53; inact as 32 AD (Def) 15 Aug 58. React and redesign 32 AD (SAGE) and asgd to EADF at Dobbins AFB GA 15 Nov 58 where it replaced 35 AD; trans to ADC 1 Aug 59; mvd to Oklahoma City AFS OK 1 Aug 61; disc 4 Sep 63. Org at Gunter AFB AL 1 Apr 66 and asgd to 14 AF; reasgd to 10 AF 1 Jul 68; inact 31 Dec 69.
Chicago Air Defense Sector: formed through redesign 4628th Air Defense Wing; act 8 Mar 57 at Truax Fld WI and asgd to 37 AD; trans to 30 AD 1 Apr 59; disc 1 Apr 66.

Detroit Air Defense Sector: formed through redesign of 4627th Air Defense Wing; act 8 Jan 57 at Fort Custer MI and asgd to 30 AD; base redesign Custer AFS in 1959; trans to 26 AD on 4 Sep 63; disc 1 Apr 66.

Duluth Air Defense Sector: act 8 Oct 57 at Duluth Mun Aprt MN and asgd to 37 AD (EADF); trans to 31 AD (CADF) 20 Dec 57; trans back to 37 AD on 1 Jan 59 and to 30 AD on 1 Apr 59; disc 1 Apr 66.

Goose Air Defense Sector: act at Goose AB, Labrador, 1 Apr 60, and asgd to 64 AD; trans to 26 AD (SAGE) 1 Jul 63; disc 1 Apr 66.

Grand Forks Air Defense Sector: act 8 Dec 57 at Grand Forks AFB ND and asgd to 31 AD; trans to 29 AD 1 Jan 59; disc 1 Dec 63.

Great Falls Air Defense Sector: act 1 Mar 59 at Malmstrom AFB MT and asgd to 29 AD; disc 1 Apr 66.

Kansas City Air Defense Sector: act at Richards–Gebaur AFB MO 1 Jan 60 and asgd to 33 AD; trans to 29 AD 1 Jul 61; disc 1 Jan 62.

Los Angeles Air Defense Sector: act 15 Feb 59 at Norton AFB CA and asgd to 27 AD; trans to WADF 1 Oct 59; trans to 28 AD 1 Jul 60; trans to 4 AF 1 Apr 66; disc 25 Jun 66.

Minot Air Defense Sector: act on 1 Apr 59 at Minot AFB ND and asgd to 29 AD; disc 15 Aug 63.

Montgomery Air Defense Sector: act 8 Sep 57 at Gunter AFB AL and asgd to 33 AD; trans to 32 AD 15 Nov 58; trans to 26 AD (SAGE) 1 Jul 63; trans to ADC on 1 Oct 64; disc 1 Apr 66.

New York Air Defense Sector: formed through redesign of 4621st Air Defense Wing (SAGE); act at McGuire AFB NJ 8 Jan 57 and asgd to 26 AD; disc 1 Apr 66.

Oklahoma City Air Defense Sector: act at Oklahoma City AFS OK 1 Jan 60 and asgd to 33 AD; trans to 32 AD 1 Jul 61; disc 1 Sep 61; react 25 Jun 63 at Oklahoma City AFS and asgd to 29 AD (SAGE); disc 1 Apr 66.

Phoenix Air Defense Sector: act at Luke AFB AZ 15 Jun 59 and asgd to WADF; trans to 28 AD 1 Jul 60; disc 1 Apr 66.

Portland Air Defense Sector: act 1 Sep 58 at Adair AFS OR and asgd to 23 AD; disc 1 Apr 66.
Headquarters North American Air Defense Command Combat Operations Center: desig and act at Cheyenne Mountain Complex CO and asgd to NORAD effective 30 Jun 76.

WINGS

1st Fighter Wing (Air Defense): originally asgd to ADC as 1st Fighter-Interceptor Wing at George AFB CA; asgd to WADF 1 Jan 51 until inact 6 Feb 62; react at Selfridge AFB MI 18 Oct 56 as 1st Fighter Wing (Air Def) and asgd to 30 AD; trans to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; trans to 34 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 23 AD 1 Dec 69; mvd to Hamilton AFB CA 31 Dec 69 and reasgd to 26 AD; mvd to MacDill AFB FL 10 Oct 70 and reasgd to TAC.

1st Space Wing: act 1 Jan 83 at Peterson AFB CO and asgd to AFSPACECOM.

2d Space Wing: act 8 Jul 85 at Falcon AFS CO and asgd to AFSPACECOM.

3d Space Support Wing: act 15 Oct 86 at Peterson AFB CO and asgd to AFSPACECOM.

4th Fighter-Interceptor Wing: asgd to ADC (EADF) 1 Jan 51; TDY overseas to FEAF from date of assignment; trans PCS to FEAF 1 Oct 51.

23d Fighter-Interceptor Wing: act 1 Jan 51 at Presque Isle AFB ME and asgd to EADF; inact 6 Feb 52.

32d Fighter Wing (Air Def): act 1 Feb 61 at Minot AFB ND and asgd to Minot ADS; disc 1 Jul 62.

33d Fighter Wing (Air Def): originally asgd to ADC as 33 FIW Otis AFB MA; asgd to EADF 1 Jan 51 until inact 6 Feb 52; react 18 Oct 56 at Otis AFB as 33 Ftr Wg (Air Def) and asgd to 4622 ADW (SAGE); trans to Boston ADS 8 Jan 57; inact ca. 18 Aug 57.

46th Aerospace Defense Wing: act 15 Mar 75 at Peterson Fld CO and asgd to ADC; trans to SAC 1 Oct 79; inact 1 Apr 83 at Peterson AFB CO.

50th Fighter-Interceptor Wing: a corollary reserve unit called to active duty 1 Jun 51 for 21 months, atch to 33 FIW at Otis AFB MA for administrative and logistical support; disc by 15 Aug 51 and personnel absorbed by 33 Ftr Wg.

52d Fighter Wing (Air Def): asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51 as 52d Fighter-All Weather Wg at McGuire AFB NJ and asgd to EADF; redesig 52 FIW 1 May 51; inact 6 Feb 52; react 1 Jul 63 at Suffolk County AFB NY, and asgd to New York ADS; trans to 21 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 35 AD 1 Dec 67; disc 30 Sep 68.
133d Fighter-Interceptor Wing: federalized by ANG on 2 Mar 51 at Holman Fld, St Paul MN, and asgd to EADF; trans to CADF 20 May 51; mvd to Minneapolis-St. Paul IAP (Wold-Chamberlain Fld) MN 28 Jun 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

142d Fighter-Interceptor Wing: federalized by ANG on 2 Mar 51 at Geiger Fld WA and asgd to WADF; trans to EADF 11 Apr 51; mvd to O'Hare IAP, Chicago IL, by 1 May 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

325th Fighter Wing: originally asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB WA and asgd to WADF as the 325th Fighter-All Weather Wing; redesign 325 FIW 1 May 51; inact 6 Feb 52; react 18 Oct 56 at McChord AFB as 325 Ftr Wg (Air Def) and asgd to 25 AD; trans to Seattle ADS 10 Feb 60; trans to 25 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 1 Jul 68.

328th Fighter Wing (Air Def): act 1 Feb 61 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO and asgd to Kansas City ADS; trans to Sioux City ADS 1 Jul 61; trans to 30 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 18 Jul 68.

478th Fighter Wing (Air Def): act 1 Feb 61 at Grand Forks AFB ND and asgd to Grand Forks ADS; trans to SAC 1 Jul 63.

507th Fighter Wing (Air Def): act 1 Feb 61 at Kincheloe AFB and asgd to Sault Ste Marie ADS; trans to Duluth ADS 1 Oct 63; trans to 29 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 30 Sep 68.

551st Airborne Early Warning and Control Wing: act 18 Dec 54 at Otis AFB MA and asgd to 8 AD (AEW&C); trans to EADF 1 Jul 57; trans to 26 AD 1 Jul 59; trans to 1 AF 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 21 AD 4 Dec 69; inact 31 Dec 69.

552d Airborne Early Warning and Control Wing: act 8 Jul 55 at McClellan AFB CA and asgd to 8 AD (AEW&C); trans to WADF 1 Jul 57; trans to 28 AD 1 Jul 60; trans to 4 AF 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 10 AF 15 Sep 69; reasgd to ADC HQ 15 Nov 69; redesign 552d AEW&C Group and inact 30 Apr 76.

553d Reconnaissance Wing: act 25 Feb 67 at Otis AFB MA; mvd to Korat AB, Thailand, Oct-Dec 67; trans to PACAF.

3555th Flying Training Wing (Advanced Interceptor): trans from ATC to ADC 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB TX and disc same date.

4083d Air Base Wing: trans from SAC to ADC 1 Jul 60 at Thule AB, Greenland, asgd to 64 AD and disc same date.

4600th Air Base Wing: formed through redesign of 4600 ABG, Ent AFB CO, 8 Apr 58; mvd to Peterson Fld CO 18 Oct 71; inact 15 Mar 75.
4707th Air Defense Wing: act 1 Feb 52 at Otis AFB MA, as 4707 Def Wg and asgd to EADF; trans to 32 AD 16 Feb 53; redesig 4707 ADW 1 Sep 54; trans to 26 AD 1 Mar 56.

4708th Air Defense Wing: act 1 Feb 53 at Selfridge AFB MI as 4708 ADW and asgd to EADF; trans to 30 AD 16 Feb 53; redesig 4708 ADW 1 Sep 54; disc 8 Jul 56.

4709th Air Defense Wing: act 1 Feb 52 at McGuire AFB NJ as 4709 Def Wg and asgd to EADF; trans to 26 AD 16 Feb 53; redesig 4709 ADW 1 Sep 54; disc 18 Oct 56.

4710th Air Defense Wing: act 1 Feb 52 at New Castle AFB DE as 4710 Def Wg and asgd to EADF; trans to 26 AD 16 Feb 53; redesig 4710 ADW 1 Sep 54; trans to 37 AD with reduced manning and mvd to O'Hare IAP IL 1 Mar 56; disc 8 Jul 56.

4711th Air Defense Wing: act 1 Feb 52 at Presque Isle AFB ME as 4711 Def Wg and asgd to EADF; trans to 32 AD 16 Feb 53; redesig 4711 ADW 1 Sep 54; trans to 30 AD with reduced manning and mvd to Selfridge AFB MI 1 Mar 56; disc 8 Jul 56.

4737th Air Base Wing: formed through redesig of 6604 ABW, Northeast Air Command; asgd to ADC and 64 AD 1 Apr 57 at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland; disc 1 May 58.

4750th Air Defense Wing (Weapons): act 1 Sep 53 at Yuma County Aprt AZ as 4750th Training Wing (Air Def) and asgd to WADF; trans to ADC 1 Oct 53; redesig 4750 ADW (Wpns) 1 Sep 54; Yuma County Aprt redesig Vincent AFB AZ in fall of 1956; trans to 73 AD 1 Jul 57; mvd to MacDill AFB FL, ca. Jun 59; disc 25 Jun 60.

4751st Air Defense Wing (Missile): act 15 Jan 58 at Eglin AFAF #9 FL and asgd to 73 AD (Wpns); trans to 32 AD 1 Oct 59 and reasgd to Montgomery ADS; trans to TAC 1 Jul 62.

4752d Air Defense Wing: act 1 Sep 61 at Oklahoma City APS OK, and asgd to 32 AD; disc 25 Jun 63.

4756th Air Defense Wing (Training): act ca. Jul 57 at Tyndall AFB FL as 4756 ADW (Wpns) and asgd to 73 AD (Wpn); disc 1 Jul 60; react 1 Sep 62 as 4756 ADW (Tng) at Tyndall AFB and asgd to 73 AD; trans to 14 AF 1 Apr 66; disc 1 Jan 68.

4780th Air Defense Wing (Training): act 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB TX and asgd to 73 AD (Wpns); reasgd to 14 AF 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 10 AF 1 Jul 68; reasgd to ADWC 15 Nov 69; inact 30 Jun 71.
12th Missile Warning Group: org 1 Jan 67 at Thule AB, Greenland, as 12th Missile Warning Squadron, and asgd to 71st Missile Warning Wg; reasgd to 14 AEROF on 30 Apr 71; reasgd to 21 AD 1 Oct 76; redesig 12 MMG 31 Mar 77; reasgd to ADCOM 1 Oct 79; reasgd to SAC 1 Dec 79; reasgd to Space Command 1 May 83; redesig 12 MWS 15 Jun 83.

14th Fighter Group (Air Def): act 18 Aug 55 at Ethan-Allen AFB VT and asgd to 4711 ADW; trans to 32 AD 1 Mar 56; trans to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58; inact 25 Jun 60.

15th Fighter Group (Air Def): act 18 Aug 55 at Niagara Falls Mun Aprt NY and asgd to 4707 ADW; trans to 4711 ADW in fall of 1955; trans to 4708 ADW 1 Mar 56; trans to 30 AD 8 Jul 56; trans to Syracuse ADS ca. Sep 58; inact 1 Jul 60.

23d Air Base Group: act in Jan 51 at Presque Isle AFB ME and asgd to 23 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52.

23d Fighter Group (Air Def): act in Jan 51 at Presque Isle AFB ME as 23 FIG and asgd to 23 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52; react 18 Aug 55 at Presque Isle AFB and asgd to 4711 ADW under Project Arrow; trans to 32 AD 1 Mar 56; trans to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58; inact 1 Jul 59.

23d Maintenance & Supply Group: act in Jan 51 at Presque Isle AFB ME and asgd to 23 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52.

23d Medical Group: act Jan 51 at Presque Isle AFB ME and asgd to 23 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52.

32d Air Base Group: act 1 Feb 61 at Minot AFB ND and asgd to 32 Ftr Wg (AD); trans to SAC 1 Jul 62.

32d Fighter Group (Air Def): act 8 Feb 57 at Minot AFB ND and asgd to 29 AD; trans to Minot ADS 1 Aug 60; disc 1 Feb 61.

33d Fighter Group (Air Def): asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51 at Otis AFB MA as 33d Fighter Interceptor Group and asgd to 33 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52; react 18 Aug 55 at Otis AFB and asgd to 4707 ADW under Project Arrow; trans to 33 Ftr Wg (AD) 18 Oct 56; inact 18 Aug 57.

33d Medical Group: asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51 at Otis AFB MA and asgd to 3 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52.

47th Communications Group: act at Ent AFB CO 1 Jul 66 and asgd to ADC; reasgd to 46 ADW and redesig 47th Communications Squadron on 21 Apr 76; trans to AFCS 1 Oct 79.

52d Combat Support Group: asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51 at McGuire AFB NJ as 52d Air Base Group and asgd to 52 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52; act 1 Jul 63 at Suffolk County AFB NY and asgd to 52 Ftr Wg (AD); disc 30 Sep 68.
78th Fighter Group (Air Def): originally asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA as 78th Fighter-Interceptor Group and asgd to 78 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52; react 18 Aug 55 at Hamilton AFB as 78 Ftr Gp (Air Def) and asgd to 28 AD under Project Arrow; trans to 78 Ftr Wg 18 Oct 56; disc 1 Feb 61.

78th Maintenance & Supply Group: asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA and asgd to 78 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52; react ca. Jul 57 at Hamilton AFB and asgd to 78 Ftr Wg (Air Def); disc 1 Feb 61.

78th Medical Group: asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA and asgd to 78 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52.

79th Fighter Group (Air Def): act 18 Aug 55 at Youngstown Mun Aprt OH and asgd to 4708 ADW; trans to 30 AD 8 Jul 56; trans to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; inact 1 Mar 60.

81st Air Base Group: asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB WA, asgd to 81 FIW; trans to 3 AF, USAFE, 22 Aug 51.

81st Fighter-Interceptor Group: asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB WA and asgd to 81 FIW; trans to 3 AF, USAFE, 22 Aug 51.

81st Maintenance & Supply Group: asgd to ADC on 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB WA and asgd to 81 FIW; trans to 3 AF, USAFE, 22 Aug 51.

81st Medical Group: asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB WA and asgd to 81 FIW; trans to 3 AF, USAFE, 22 Aug 51.

84th Fighter Group (Air Def): act as corollary reserve unit on 1 Jun 51 at McGuire AFB NJ as 84 Ftr Gp (All Weather) and asgd to 84 Ftr Wg; inact 2 Jun 51; react 18 Aug 55 under Project Arrow as 84 Ftr Gp (Air Def) and asgd to 9 AD at Geiger Fld WA; trans to 25 AD 15 Aug 58; trans to 4700 ADW 1 Sep 58; trans to Spokane ADS 1 Jul 60; Geiger Fld redesig Spokane IAP WA ca. Aug 60; disc 15 Jul 63.

101st Air Base Group: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Grenier AFB NH and asgd to 101 FIW; mvd to Larson AFB WA, 2 Aug 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

101st Fighter-Interceptor Group: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Dow AFB ME and asgd to 101 FIW; mvd to Grenier AFB NH by May 51; mvd to Larson AFB WA 2 Aug 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

101st Maintenance & Supply Group: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Grenier AFB NH and asgd to 101 FIW; mvd to Larson AFB WA 2 Aug 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

101st Medical Group: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Grenier AFB NH and asgd to 101 FIW; mvd to Larson AFB WA 2 Aug 51; inact 6 Fed 52.
128th Maintenance & Supply Group: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Truax Fld and asgd to 128 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52.

128th Medical Group: federalized on 10 Feb 51 at Truax Fld WI and asgd to 128 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52.

133d Air Base Group: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at Holman Fld MN and asgd to 133 FIW; mvd to Minneapolis-St Paul IAP MN 28 Jun 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

133d Fighter-Interceptor Group: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 as the 133 Ftr Gp at Holman Fld, St Paul MN, and asgd to 133 FIW; redesig 133 FIG 23 Mar 51; mvd to Minneapolis-St Paul IAP MN (Wold-Chamberlain Fld) 28 Jun 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

133d Maintenance & Supply Group: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at Holman Fld MN and asgd to 133 FIW; mvd to Minneapolis-St Paul IAP MN 28 Jun 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

133d Medical Group: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at Holman Fld MN and asgd to 133 FIW; mvd to Minneapolis-St Paul IAP MN 28 Jun 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

142d Air Base Group: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at Geiger Fld WA and asgd to 142 FIW; mvd to O'Hare IAP IL by 1 May 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

142d Fighter-Interceptor Group: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 as 142 Ftr Gp at Geiger Fld WA and asgd to 142 FIW; mvd to O'Hare IAP Chicago IL, by 1 May 51 as 142 FIG; inact 6 Feb 52.

142d Maintenance & Supply Group: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at Geiger Fld WA and asgd to 142 FIW; mvd to O'Hare IAP IL by 1 May 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

142d Medical Group: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at O'Hare IAP IL and asgd to 142 FIW; inact 6 Feb 52.

152d Aircraft Control & Warning Group: federalized ANG 1 Sep 51 at Grenier AFB NH and asgd to EADF; trans to 32 AD on 6 Feb 52; trans to the Northeast Air Command 7 Apr 52.

153d Aircraft Control & Warning Group: federalized ANG 16 Jan 52 at New Cumberland PA and asgd to CADF; inact 6 Feb 52.

156th Aircraft Control & Warning Group: federalized ANG 16 Sep 51 at Selfridge AFB MI and asgd to EADF; inact 6 Feb 52.
328th Combat Support Group: act 1 Feb 61 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO as
328th Air Base Group and asgd to 328 Ftr Wg (Air Def); redesign as
328 CSG 1 Apr 63; disc 18 Jul 68.

328th Fighter Group (Air Def): act 18 Aug 55 at Grandview AFB MO and
asgd to 33 AD; trans to 20 AD by 1 Mar 56; Grandview AFB redesign
Richards-Gebaur AFB on 27 Apr 57; trans to Kansas City ADS 1 Jan 60;
disc 1 Feb 61.

329th Fighter Group (Air Def): act 18 Aug 55 at Stewart AFB NY and
asgd to 4709 ADW; trans to 4707 ADW 8 Jul 56; trans to 4622 ADW
18 Oct 56; trans to Boston ADS 8 Jan 57; inact 1 Aug 59.

337th Fighter Group (Air Def): act 18 Aug 55 at Portland IAP OR and
asgd to 25 AD; trans to Portland ADS 15 Apr 60; disc 25 Mar 66.

343d Fighter Group (Air Def): act 18 Aug 55 at Duluth IAP MN and asgd
to 31 AD; trans to 37 AD 1 Jan 59; trans to 30 AD 1 Jan 59; trans to
30 AD 1 Apr 59; trans to Duluth ADS 15 Nov 59; trans to 29 AD
1 Apr 66; reasgd to 34 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 29 AD 14 Nov 69; reasgd
to 23 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 28 Aug 70.

355th Fighter Group (Air Def): act 18 Aug 55 at McGhee-Tyson Mun Aprt
TN and asgd to 35 AD; trans to 58 AD by 1 Mar 56; inact ca. Dec 57.

408th Fighter Group (Air Def): act 8 Apr 56 at Klamath Falls Mun Aprt
OR and asgd to 28 AD; Klamath Falls Mun Aprt redesign Kingsley Fld in
summer of 1957; trans to 25 AD 1 Mar 59; trans to Portland ADS
15 Apr 60; trans to 26 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 25 AD 15 Sep 69; inact
1 Oct 70.

412th Fighter Group (Air Def): act 18 Aug 55 at Wurtsmith AFB MI and
asgd to 4708 ADW; trans to 30 AD on 8 Jul 56; trans to SAC 1 Apr 60.

414th Fighter Group: act 15 Oct 44 at Seymour Johnson Fld NC; trans
to Selfridge Fld MI 15 Nov 44; trans to Bluethenthal Fld NC 19 Mar 45;
served in Asiatic-Pacific Theater Jun-Aug 45 with 20 AF; inact in
Philippines 30 Sep 46; react 18 Aug 55 at Oxnard AFB CA and asgd to
27 AD; trans to Los Angeles ADS 1 Oct 59; trans to 27 AD 1 Apr 66;
reasgd to 26 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 31 Dec 69.

473d Fighter Group (Air Def): act 1 Nov 43 at Grand Central Air
Terminal CA as 473 Ftr Gp and asgd to 4 AF; trans to Ephrata AAB WA
28 Mar 44; disbanded 31 Mar 44; redesign 473 Ftr Gp (Air Def) 8 Apr 56
and act at K.I. Sawyer Mun Aprt MI and asgd to 4710 ADW; trans to
37 AD 8 Jul 56; trans to 30 AD 1 Apr 59; inact 1 Oct 59.

475th Fighter Group (Air Def): act 18 Aug 55 at Minneapolis-St Paul
IAP MN and asgd to 31 AD; inact 2 Jan 58.
517th Air Defense Group: act 16 Feb 53 at Ethan Allen AFB VT and asgd to 4711 Def Wg; replaced by 14 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.

518th Air Defense Group: act 16 Feb 53 at Niagara Falls Mun Aprt NY and asgd to 4707 Def Wg; replaced by 15 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.

519th Air Defense Group: act 16 Feb 53 at Suffolk County AFB, Long Island NY, and asgd to 4709 Def Wg; replaced by 52 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.

520th Air Defense Group: act 16 Feb 53 at Truax Fld WI and asgd to 4706 Def Wg; replaced by 327 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.

521st Air Defense Group: act 16 Feb 53 at Sioux City Mun Aprt IA and asgd to 31 AD; replaced by 53 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.

525th Air Defense Group: act 16 Feb 53 at New Castle County Aprt DE and asgd to 4710 Def Wg; replaced by 82 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.

527th Air Defense Group: act 16 Feb 53 at Wurtsmith AFB, Oscoda MI, and asgd to 4708 Def Wg; replaced by 412 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.

528th Air Defense Group: act 16 Feb 53 at Presque Isle AFB ME and asgd to 4711 Def Wg; replaced by 23 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.

529th Air Defense Group: act 16 Feb 53 at Paine Fld WA and asgd to 4704 Def Wg; trans to 25 AD on 8 Oct 54; replaced by 326 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 5.

530th Air Defense Group: act 16 Feb 53 at Geiger Fld WA and asgd to 4702 Def Wg; trans to 9 AD 8 Oct 54; replaced by 84 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.

532d Aircraft Control & Warning Group, Mobile: trans to ADC from TAC as 532 Tactical Control Gp redesig and reorg as 532 AC&W Gp, Mobile, upon trans in Feb 54 and asgd to 4707 Def Wg at Otis AFB MA; inact in Aug 54.

533d Air Defense Group: act 16 Feb 53 at Oxnard AFB CA and asgd to 27 AD; replaced by 414 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.

534th Air Defense Group: act 16 Feb 53 at Xinross AFB MI and asgd to 4706 Def Wg; replaced by 507 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.
569th Air Base Group: act 1 Feb 52 at Larson AFB WA and asgd to 4703 Def Wg; trans to WADF 17 Mar 52; personnel trans to TAC along with Larson AFB and 569 ABG; inact 7 Apr 52.

575th Air Defense Group: act 1 Feb 52 at Selfridge AFB MI as 575 ABG and asgd to 4708 Def Wg; redesig and reorg as 575 ADG 16 Feb 53; replaced by 1 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.

637th Air Defense Group: act 1 Mar 70 at Othello AFS WA and asgd to 25 AD; redesig 637 Radar Sq 1 Jan 74.

665th Air Defense Group: act 1 Mar 70 at Calumet AFS MI and asgd to 23 AD; redesig 665 Radar Sq 1 Jan 74.

678th Air Defense Group: act 1 Mar 70 at Tyndall AFB FL and asgd to 20 AD; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

692d Air Defense Group: act 1 Mar 70 at Baudette AFS MN and asgd to 23 AD; redesig 692 Radar Sq and inact 1 Jan 74.

701st Air Defense Group: act 1 Mar 70 at Ft Fisher AFS NC and asgd to 20 AD; redesig 701 Radar Sq and inact 1 Jan 74.

751st Air Defense Group: act 1 Mar 70 at Mt Laguna AFS CA and asgd to 26 AD; redesig 751 Radar Sq and inact 1 Jan 74.

762d Air Defense Group: act 1 Mar 70 at North Truro AFS MA and asgd to 21 AD; redesig 762 Radar Sq and inact 1 Jan 74.

765th Air Defense Group: act 1 Mar 70 at Charleston AFS ME and asgd to 21 AD; redesig 765 Radar Sq and inact 1 Jan 74.

778th Air Defense Group: act 1 Mar 70 at Havre AFS MT and asgd to 24 AD; redesig 778 Radar Sq and inact 1 Jan 74.

780th Air Defense Group: act 1 Mar 70 at Fortuna AFS ND and asgd to 24 AD; redesig 780 Radar Sq and inact 1 Jan 74.

827th Air Defense Group: act 1 Mar 70 at Kingsley Fld OR and asgd to 25 AD; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

858th Air Defense Group: act 1 Mar 70 at Fallon AFS NV and asgd to 26 AD; redesig 858 Radar Sq and inact 1 Jan 74.

1000th Satellite Operations Group: redesig from 4000 SOG at Offutt AFB NE and asgd to 1 SWG.

4621st Air Base Group: act 1 Jul 60 at Niagara Falls Mun Aprt NY as 4621 Spt Gp and asgd to Syracuse ADS; trans to Detroit ADS 4 Sep 63; redesig 4621 ABG 1 Jul 64; trans to 34 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 35 AD 15 Sep 69; inact 31 Mar 70.

4624th Support Group: act 1 Jan 60 at Hancock Fld NY and asgd to Syracuse ADS; trans to Boston ADS 1 Sep 63; disc 1 Jul 64.

4661st Air Base Group: act 1 Oct 70 at Hamilton AFB CA and asgd to 26 AD; inact 30 Sep 73.

4662d Training Group: act in Feb 51 at Lockbourne AFB OH and asgd to EADF; disc 10 Apr 51.

4676th Air Base Group: org 18 Jul 68 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO and asgd to 31 AD; reasgd to 29 AD 15 Nov 69; reasgd to HQ ADC 25 Mar 70; inact 1 Jul 70.

4676th Air Defense Group: act 8 Oct 53 at Grandview AFB MO and asgd to CADF; trans to 33 AD 2 Mar 54; replaced by 328 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; inact 18 Aug 55.

4683d Air Base Group: act 1 Oct 60 at Thule AB, Greenland, as 4683 ABG and asgd to Goose ADS; redesig 4683 CSG 1 Apr 63; redesig 4683 ABG 1 Jul 65; trans to 37 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 21 AD 31 Dec 69; inact 31 Mar 77.

4684th Air Base Group: act 1 Jul 60 at Sondrestrom AB, Greenland, and asgd to 64 AD; trans to 4601 Spt Wg 1 Jul 63; trans to Goose ADS 4 Sep 63; trans to 37 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 21 AD 31 Dec 69; reasgd to SAC 1 Dec 79; reasgd to Space Command 1 May 83 and redesig 1015 ABG.

4700th Air Defense Group: asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51 at Stewart AFB NY as 4700 ABG and asgd to EADF; redesig 4700 ADG 20 Sep 54 and asgd to 4709 Def Wg; replaced by 329 Ftr Gp (Air Def) under Project Arrow; disc 18 Aug 55.

4708th Air Base Group: reasgd to ADC 6 Apr 70 at Selfridge AFB MI; inact 1 Jul 71.

4721st Air Defense Group: act 1 Dec 56 at Larson AFB WA and asgd to 9 AD; trans to 25 AD 15 Aug 58; trans to 4700 ADW 1 Sep 58; disc 1 May 59

4722d Air Defense Group: act 1 Dec 56 at George AFB CA and asgd to 27 AD; inact ca. Jul 58.

4784th Air Base Group: act 31 Dec 69 at Otis AFB MA and asgd to 21 AD; reasgd to ADC 31 Dec 72; inact 31 Dec 73.

4787th Air Base Group: act 28 Aug 70 at Duluth IAP MN and asgd to 23 AD; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

4788th Air Base Group: act 1 Oct 70 at Kingsley Fld OR and asgd to 25 AD; inact 30 Jun 71.

4789th Air Base Group: act 1 May 71 at Hancock Fld NY and asgd to 21 AD; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

SQUADRONS

Aerospace Control

1st Aerospace Control Squadron: act 14 Feb 61 at Ent AFB CO and asgd to ADC; trans to 9 ADD 1 Oct 61; redesig from 1st Aerospace Surveillance & Control Sq to 1st Aerospace Control Squadron 1 Jul 62; reasgd to 14 AEROF 1 Jul 68; inact 21 Apr 76.

Aerospace Defense

10th Aerospace Defense Squadron: org at Vandenberg AFB CA 15 Nov 63 and asgd to ADC; trans to 9 ADD 1 Aug 64; disc 1 Jan 67; act 31 Dec 70 at Vandenberg AFB CA; reasgd to HQ ADCOM 1 Oct 76; inact 1 Nov 79.

24th Aerospace Defense Squadron: org 1 Jan 67 on Johnston Island; asgd to 10 ADG; redesig 24 Spt Sq 3 Jan 67 (from 24 Aerospace Spt Sq); redesig 24 ADS 19 Jan 70; inact 31 Dec 70.

25th Aerospace Defense Squadron: org 1 Jan 67 at Vandenberg AFB CA and asgd to 10 ADG; inact 31 Dec 70.

4699th Aerospace Defense Squadron: act 30 Jun 75 at Cheyenne Mountain Complex CO and asgd to HQ ADCOM; inact 21 Apr 76.

Air Base

1st Air Base Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Selfridge AFB MI; trans to 1 CSG 1 Apr 63; disc 1 Jul '64.

14th Air Base Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Ethan Allen AFB VT; inact 25 Jun 60.

15th Air Base Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Niagara Falls Mun Aprt NY; inact 1 Jul 60.
81st Air Base Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Greater Pittsburgh Aprt PA and asgd to 4708 Def Wg; inact 16 Feb 53.

82d Air Base Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at New Castle AFB DE and asgd to 4710 Def Wg; inact 16 Feb 53; react 18 Aug 55 and asgd to 82 Ftr Gp (Air Def); inact Dec 57.

83d Air Base Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at O'Hare IAP IL and asgd to 4706 Def Wg; inact 16 Feb 53.

84th Air Base Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Oscoda AFB MI and asgd to 4708 Def Wg; trans to 4706 Def Wg 1 Jul 52; inact 16 Feb 53; react 18 Aug 55 and asgd to 84 Ftr Gp at Geiger Fld WA (later redesig Spokane IAP); disc 15 Jul 63.

85th Air Base Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Presque Isle AFB ME and asgd to 4711 Def Wg; inact 16 Feb 53.

87th Air Base Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Geiger Fld WA and asgd to 4703 Def Wg; trans to HQ WADF 17 Mar 52; trans to 25 AD 7 Nov 52, disc 16 Feb 53.

88th Air Base Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Youngstown Mun Aprt OH and asgd to 4708 Def Wg; inact 16 Feb 53.

89th Air Base Squadron: act 7 Apr 52 at Portland IAP OR and asgd to 4704 Def Wg; disc 16 Feb 53.

90th Air Base Squadron: act 1 Jul 52 at Oxnard AFS CA and asgd to 27 AD; disc 16 Feb 53.

91st Air Base Squadron: act mid-Nov 52 at Kinross AFB MI and asgd to 4706 Def Wg; inact 16 Feb 53.

325th Air Base Squadron: act 1 Feb 51 at McChord AFB WA; disc 1 Jul 64.

326th Air Base Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Paine AFB WA and asgd to 326 Ftr Gp; disc 1 Apr 61.

327th Air Base Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Truax Fld WI and asgd to 327 Ftr Gp; redesig 327 Combat Spt Sq 1 Aug 64; disc 25 Jun 66.

328th Air Base Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Grandview AFB MO and asgd to 328 Ftr Gp; Grandview redesig Richards-Gebaur AFB 27 Apr 57; trans to 328 ABG 1 Feb 61; trans to 328 CSG 1 Feb 61; disc 1 Jul 64.

329th Air Base Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Stewart AFB NY and asgd to 329 Ftr Gp; inact 1 Aug 59.

337th Air Base Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Portland IAP OR and asgd to 337 Ftr Gp; redesig 337 Combat Spt Sq 1 Aug 64; disc 25 Mar 66.
516th Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at McGhee-Tyson Aprt TN and asgd to 516 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

517th Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Ethan Allen AFB VT and asgd to 517 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

518th Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Niagara Falls Mun Aprt NY and asgd to 518 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

519th Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Suffolk County AFB NY and asgd to 519 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

520th Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Truax Fld WI and asgd to 520 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

521st Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Sioux City Mun Aprt IA and asgd to 521 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

525th Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 63 at New Castle County Aprt DE and asgd to 525 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

527th Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Wurtsmith AFB MI and asgd to 527 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

528th Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Presque Isle AFB ME and asgd to 528 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

529th Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Paine Fld WA and asgd to 529 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

530th Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Geiger Fld WA and asgd to 530 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

533rd Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Oxnard AFB CA and asgd to 533 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

534th Air Base Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Kinross AFB MI and asgd to 534 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

551st Air Base Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Otis AFB MA and asgd to 551 ARB; trans to 551 CSG 1 Apr 63; disc 1 Jul 64.

4600th Air Base Squadron: act 1 Sep 54 at Ent AFB CO and asgd to 4600 ABG; trans to 4600 ABW 8 Apr 58; redesig 4600 Services Sq 15 Sep 65.

4601st Air Base Squadron: act 13 Dec 51 at Sioux City IA and asgd to 122 FIW; disc 6 Feb 52.

4603d Air Base Squadron: act 1 Aug 59 at Stewart AFB NY and asgd to 4603 ABG; disc 1 Oct 64.
4653d Air Base Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Dover AFB DE and asgd to EADF; disc 14 Feb 51.

4656th Air Base Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at O'Hare IAP IL and asgd to EADF; disc 1 May 51.

4675th Air Base Squadron: act 1 May 51 at Laurence G. Hanscom Aprt MA and asgd to EADF; disc Aug 51.

4676th Air Base Squadron: act 8 Oct 53 at Grandview AFB MO and asgd to 4676 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

4681st Air Base Squadron: act 1 Aug 51 at Grenier AFB NH and asgd to 33 FIW; trans to 4707 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans to MATS along with Grenier AFB 1 Jul 53.

4683d Air Base Squadron: act 1 Oct 60 at Thule AB, Greenland, and asgd to 4683 ABG; trans to 4683 CSG 1 Jul 64; disc 1 Jul 64.

4684th Air Base Squadron: act 21 Dec 51 at Youngstown Aprt OH and asgd to 56 FIW; disc 6 Feb 52; react 1 Oct 60 at Sondrestrom AB, Greenland, and asgd to 4684 ABG; reasgd to HQ ADCOM 1 Oct 79; reasgd to SAC 1 Dec 79; reasgd to Space Command as 4684 ABG 1 May 83 and redesign 1015 ABG; redesign 1015 ABS 28 Nov 86.

4685th Air Base Squadron: act Oct 52 at Kinross AFB MI and asgd to 4706 Def Wg; disc Nov 52.

4700th Air Base Squadron: act 20 Sep 54 at Stewart AFB NY and asgd to 4700 ADG; disc 18 Aug 55.

4714th Air Base Squadron: act 1 May 60 at Ethan Allen AFB VT and asgd to Bangor ADS; disc 1 Jul 63.

4734th Air Base Squadron: act 1 Mar 52 and asgd to 27 AD; disc 1 Jul 52.

4735th Air Base Squadron: act Mar 52 at Portland IAP OR and asgd to WADF; disc 7 Apr 52.

4737th Air Base Squadron: act 1 Apr 57 at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland, and asgd to 4737 ABG; trans to 64 AD 1 Sep 60; disc 11 Aug 61.

4750th Air Base Squadron (Gunnery Training): act 7 Jun 51 at Yuma City Aprt AZ (later Vincent AFB AZ) and asgd to 1 FIW; trans to 4750 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans to HQ WADF 1 Mar 52; disc June 52; react 1 Sep 54 as 4750 ABS; disc 1 Apr 59.

4751st Air Base Squadron: act 16 Jul 51 at Geiger Fld WA and asgd to 25 AD; disc 6 Feb 52; react at Eglin FL 1 Apr 58 and asgd to 4751 ADW (Msl); trans to TAC 1 Jul 62.
966th AEW&C Squadron: act 1 Feb 62 at McCoy AFB FL and asgd to 551 AEW&C Wg; trans to 552 AEW&C Wg 1 May 63; reasgd to 551 AEW&C Wg 1 Jul 69; reasgd to 552 AEW&C Wg on 15 Nov 69; inact 31 Dec 69.

4701st AEW&C Squadron: act 1 Oct 53 at McClellan AFB CA and asgd to 28 AD; trans to 8 AD (AEW&C) 1 May 54; inact 8 Mar 55 through redesign as 960 AEW&C Sq following trans to Otis.

4712th AEW&C Squadron: act 1 Mar 54 at Otis AFB MA and asgd to 8 AD; mvd to McClellan AFB CA 25 May 54; inact 8 Mar 55 by redesign as 963 AEW&C Sq.

Aircraft Control and Warning

105th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 1 Sep 51 at Grenier AFB NH and asgd to 152d AC&W Gp; trans to NEAC 19 Jan 52.

106th Aircraft Control Squadron: federalized in ANG 1 Sep 51 at Grenier AFB NH and asgd to 152 AC&W Gp; reorg and redesign 106 AC&W Sq in Nov 51; trans to 32 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to NEAC 7 Apr 52.

107th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 1 Sep 51 at Otis AFB MA and asgd to 152 AC&W Gp; trans to NEAC 19 Jan 52.

108th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 1 Sep 51 at Grenier AFB NH and asgd to 152 AC&W GP; trans to 32 AD on 6 Feb 52; trans to NEAC 7 Apr 52.

111th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 16 Jan 52 at Grenier AFB NH; asgd to 32 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4707 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of State of Pennsylvania 1 Dec 53.

112th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 16 Jan 52 at Grenier AFB NH; asgd to 32 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4707 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of State of Pennsylvania 1 Dec 53.

115th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 20 Jan 52 at Birmingham AL and mvd directly to Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 4703 Def Wg; trans to WADF 17 Mar 52; trans to 4702 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of State of Alabama 1 Dec 53.

119th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 28 Jan 52 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 32 AD; trans to 4707 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; released from active duty and returned to control of State of Tennessee 1 Dec 53.

120th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 20 Oct 51 at Adams Fld AR and mvd to Geiger Fld WA for training; asgd to 101 FLW; asgd to 25 AD 6 Feb 52; mvd to Ft Stevens OR 1 Feb 52; mvd to Walker AFB NH 1 Sep 52 as 34 AD; released from 24 months active duty and returned to control of State of Arkansas 1 Oct 53.
139th AC&W Squadron: asgd 1 Jun 51 at Lackland AFB TX; asgd to 159 AC&W Gp; trans to 33 AD 6 Feb 52; relieved from active duty and returned to control of State of Colorado 1 Feb 53.

144th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 28 Jan 52 at Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 4703 Def Wg; trans to 4702 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; released from active duty and returned to control of State of California 1 Dec 53.

145th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 28 Jan 52 at Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 4703 Def Wg; trans to 4702 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; released from active duty and returned to control of State of California 1 Dec 53.

146th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 28 Jan 52 at Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 4703 Def Wg; trans to 4702 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; released from active duty and returned to control of State of California 1 Dec 53.

147th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 12 May 51 at Duncanville TX; asgd to 159 AC&W Gp; trans to 33 AD 6 Feb 52; relieved from active duty and returned to control of State of California 1 Feb 53.

148th AC&W Squadron: federalized in ANG 12 May 51 at Tuttle OK; asgd to 159 AC&W Gp; mvd to Tinker AFB OK 15 Aug 51; trans to 33 AD 6 Feb 52; relieved from active duty and returned to control of State of California 1 Feb 53.

149th AC&W Squadron: federalized ANG 12 May 51 at Ellington AFB TX; asgd to 159 AC&W Gp; trans to 33 AD 6 Feb 52; relieved from active duty and returned to control of State of California 1 Feb 53.

617th AC&W Squadron: act by Jul 54 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 532d AC&W Gp (Mobile); disc by Dec 54.

622d AC&W Squadron: act by Jul 54 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 532 AC&W Gp (Mobile); disc by Dec 54.

630th AC&W Squadron: act by Jul 54 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 532 AC&W Gp (Mobile); disc by Dec 54.

638th AC&W Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Mt Bonaparte WA to 505th Gp; trans to 162 AC&W Gp 25 May 51; asgd to 25 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4702 Def Wg Jan 53; site redesig from Mt Bonaparte to Curlew AFS WA 1 Dec 53; trans to 9 AD 8 Oct 54; trans to 25 AD 15 Aug 58; trans to 4700 ADW 1 Sep 58; inact 1 Dec 59.

639th AC&W Squadron: act Dec 56 at Truax Fld WI; asgd to 37 AD; mvd to Lowther AS, Ontario, Canada, in Summer 57; trans to 64 AD ca. 15 Nov 58; trans to 30 AD ca. 1 Apr 59; trans to Sault Ste. Marie AFS 1 Apr 60; disc 1 Jul 63.
672nd AC&W Squadron: act ca. Dec 56 at Syracuse AFS NY; asgd to 32 AD; mvd to Barrington AS, Nova Scotia, Canada, summer 57; trans to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58; trans to Boston ADS 1 Jul 60; disc 1 Jun 62.

673d AC&W Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Ft Snelling MN; asgd to 543 AC&W Gp; inact 6 Feb 52.

673d Aircraft Control Squadron: asgd Feb 54 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 532 AC&W Gp (Mobile); trans to ADC in Feb 54; inact Aug 54.

677th AC&W Squadron: act 1 Sep 53 at Ft Williams AFS ME; asgd to 4711 Def Wg; mvd to Willow Run AFS MI in Apr 54; trans to 4708 Def Wg 5 May 54; mvd to Alpena MI by Dec 54; trans to 30 AD 8 Jul 56; inact ca. Nov 57.

683d AC&W Squadron: act 1 Dec 53 at Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 4702 Def Wg; mvd to Tinker AFB OK and trans to 33 AD by Jan 54; mvd to Sweetwater AFS TX early 56; trans to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; trans to 4752 ADW 1 Sep 61; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; reasgd to 31 AD 1 Apr 66; inact 30 Sep 69.

685th AC&W Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Norton AFB CA; asgd to 544 AC&W Gp; inact 6 Feb 52; asgd to 4702 Def Wg at Geiger Fld WA when react 1 Dec 53; mvd to Kirtland AFB NM and trans to 34 AD in Jan 54; mvd to Las Cruces NM by Dec 54; trans to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; trans to 4752 ADW 1 Sep 61; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; disc 1 Aug 63.

686th AC&W Squadron: act 1 Oct 53 at Walker AFB NM; asgd to 34 AD; trans to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; trans to 4752 ADW 1 Sep 61, trans to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; disc 1 Aug 63.

687th AC&W Squadron: act 1 Oct 53 at Kirtland AFB NM; asgd to 34 AD; mvd to West Mesa AFS NM in spring of 56; trans to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; trans to 4752 ADW Sep 61; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; reasgd to 31 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 8 Sep 68.

688th AC&W Squadron: act 1 Oct 53 at Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 25 AD; mvd to Tinker AFB OK and trans to 33 AD on 26 Dec 53; mvd to Amarillo AFB TX in fall of 54; trans to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; trans to 4752 ADW 1 Sep 61; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; reasgd to 31 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 8 Sep 68.

690th AC&W Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Kirtland AFB NM; asgd to 540 AC&W Gp; reasgd to 34 AD by 1 May 51; inact 6 Feb 52.
747th AC&W Squadron: act 1 Feb 53 at Ellington AFB TX; asgd to 33 AD; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 1 Jan 60; trans to 4752 ADW 1 Sep 61; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; reasgd to 31 AD 1 Apr 66; inact 31 Dec 69.

767th AC&W Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at El Vada NM; asgd to 540 AC&W Gp; trans to 34 AD by 1 May 51; site redesign Tierra Amarilla AFS NM 1 Dec 53; inact 8 Feb 59.

768th AC&W Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Moriarity AFS NM; asgd to 540 AC&W Gp; trans to 34 AD by 1 May 51; trans to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; disc 1 Jun 61.

769th AC&W Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Gonzales NM; asgd to 540th AC&W Gp; trans to 34 AD by 1 May 51; site redesign to Continental Divide AFS NM 1 Dec 53; trans to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; disc 1 Jul 61.

796th AC&W Squadron: act 1 May 51 at Bartlesville AFS OK; asgd to 546 AC&W Gp; trans to 159 AC&W Gp 4 Jun 51; trans to 33 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 20 AD 1 Mar 56; trans to Kansas City ADS 1 Jan 60; disc 1 Jun 61.

797th AC&W Squadron: act 1 May 51 at Fordland AFS MO; asgd to 546 AC&W Gp; trans to 159 AC&W Gp 4 Jun 51; trans to 33 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 20 AD 1 Mar 56; trans to Kansas City ADS 1 Jan 60; disc 1 Jun 61.

799th AC&W Squadron: act ca. Jul 56 at Wright-Patterson AFB OH; asgd to 58 AD; mvd to Joelton AFS TN by Oct 56; trans to 35 AD 1 Sep 58; trans to 32 AD 15 Nov 58; disc 1 Jun 61.

808th AC&W Squadron: act 20 Jun 53 at Snelling AFS MN; asgd to 31 AD; mvd to Rochester MN ca. Sep 55; inact 8 Sep 57.

809th AC&W Squadron: act 25 Jun 53 at Willow Run Aprt MI; asgd to 30 AD; trans to 4708 Def Wg in May 54; mvd to Owingsville AFS KY by Dec 54; trans to 58 AD 1 Mar 56; inact ca. Nov 57.

811th AC&W Squadron: act 8 Apr 56 at Tinker AFB OK and asgd to Oklahoma City AFS OK; asgd to 33 AD; mvd to Port Isabel TX in Jan 58; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 1 Jan 60; disc 1 Jun 61.

812th AC&W Squadron: act 8 Apr 56 at Tinker AFB and asgd to Oklahoma City AFS OK; asgd to 33 AD; mvd to Lake Charles AB LA 30 Apr 57; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 1 Jan 60; disc 1 Sep 61.

813th AC&W Squadron: act 18 Dec 56 at Oklahoma City AFS OK; asgd to 33 AD; trans to Rockport AFS TX in summer of 58; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 1 Jan 60; trans to 4752 ADW 1 Sep 61; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; disc 1 Aug 63.
915th AC&W Squadron: act 10 Mar 52 at Grenier AFB ME; asgd to 32 AD; mvd to Sioux Lookout, Ontario, Canada, 5 Dec 52; trans to 31 AD 16 Dec 52; trans to 37 AD 1 Jan 59; trans to 30 AD 1 Apr 59; trans to Duluth ADS 15 Nov 59; disc 1 Oct 62.

916th AC&W Squadron: act 12 Feb 52 at Grenier AFB ME; asgd to 32 AD; mvd to Beausejour, Manitoba, Canada, by 1 Dec 52; trans to 31 AD 1 Dec 52; trans to 29 AD 1 Jan 59; trans to Grand Forks ADS ca. Apr 59; disc 1 Oct 61.

917th AC&W Squadron: act 16 Apr 52 at Geiger Field WA; WADF; mvd to Puntzi Mtn, British Columbia, Canada, 8 Nov 52; trans to 25 AD in Jan 53; trans to Seattle ADS 1 Mar 60; disc 1 Feb 63.

918th AC&W Squadron: act 16 Apr 52 at Geiger Field WA; asgd to WADF; trans to 25 AD 16 Feb 53; mvd to Baldy Hughes, British Columbia, Canada, by 1 Jun 53; trans to Seattle ADS 1 Mar 60; disc 1 Mar 63.

919th AC&W Squadron: act 16 Apr 52 at Geiger Field WA; asgd to WADF; trans to 25 AD 16 Feb 53; mvd to Saskatoon Mt AS, Canada, by 1 Jun 53; trans to Spokane ADS 15 Mar 60; disc 1 Apr 63.

920th AC&W Squadron: act Nov 51 at Grenier AFB NH; asgd to 152 AC&W Gp; mvd to Resolution Island AS, Canada (NEAC) 19 Jan 52; reasgd to ADC and 4733 ADG 1 Apr 57; trans to 4732 ADG 1 May 58; trans to Goose ADS 1 Apr 60; disc 1 Nov 61.

921st AC&W Squadron: act 26 May 53 at Grenier AFB NH; asgd to 4707 Def Wg; trans to NEAC fall of 53; reasgd to ADC and 4731 ADG 1 Apr 57; trans to Goose ADS 6 Jun 60; trans to 37 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 18 Jun 68.

922d AC&W Squadron: act 26 May 53 at Grenier AFB NH; asgd to 4707 Def Wg; trans to NEAC fall of 53; reasgd to ADC and 4732 ADG 1 Apr 57; trans to Goose ADS 1 Apr 60; trans to 37 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 18 Jun 68.

923d AC&W Squadron: act 13 Jun 53 at Grenier AFB NH; asgd to 4707 Def Wg; reasgd to NEAC in fall of 53; reasgd to ADC and 4732 ADG 1 Apr 57; trans to Goose ADS 1 Apr 60; trans to 37 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 18 Jun 68.

924th AC&W Squadron: act 13 Jun 53 at Grenier AFB NH; asgd to 4707 Def Wg; trans to NEAC fall of 53; reasgd to ADC and 4732 ADG 1 Apr 57; trans to Goose ADS 1 Apr 60; trans to 37 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 21 AD 31 Mar 70; inact 31 Jul 70.

926th AC&W Squadron: act 13 Jun 53 at Grenier AFB NH; asgd to 4707 Def Wg; trans to NEAC fall of 53; reasgd to ADC and 4733 ADG 1 Apr 57; trans to 4732 ADG 1 May 58; trans to Goose ADS 1 Apr 60; disc 1 Nov 61.
4751st Air Defense Squadron (Missile): act 15 Jun 58 at Eglin AFAF FL; redesign 4751 ADS (Miss); trans to Montgomery ADS 1 Jul 62; trans to 73 AD 1 Jul 63; reassd to 4756 ADW 1 Apr 66; reassd to 14 AF 15 Jun 66; reassd to ADWC 1 Jan 68; reassd to 4756 ADW 1 Apr 66; reassd to 14 AF 15 Jun 66; reassd to ADWC (ADC) 1 Jan 68; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

4753d Air Defense Squadron (Training): organ 22 Apr 68 at Otis AFB MA; and asgd to 551 AEW&C Wg; inact 31 Dec 69.

4756th Air Defense Squadron: act 7 Jan 55 at Moody AFB GA; asgd to 4750 ADW (Wpns); trans to 4756 ADG (Wpns) 18 Feb 55; redesign 4756 ADS and mvd to Tyndall AFB FL, 1 Jul 57; disc 15 Nov 62 through redesign as 4756 CCTS; redesign from 4756 Drone Squadron and asgd to ADWC 1 Oct 75; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

4757th Air Defense Squadron: act 1 Jul 57 at Tyndall AFB FL as USAF IWS; disc 1 Nov 57 by redesign as 4756 USAF IWS; react 15 Dec 57 upon disc of 4756 USAF IWS to 4756 ADG (Wpns); trans to 4756 ADW (Tng) 1 Jan 63; reassn to ADWC 1 Jan 68; inact 1 Sep 74.

4759th Air Defense Squadron (Training): act 1 Jul 71 at McClellan AFB CA; asgd to 552 AEW&C Wg; redesign 4759 CCTS 1 Jan 73.

4780th Air Defense Squadron: act 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB TX; asgn to 4780 ADW (Tng); redesign 4780 ADS 15 Apr 67; inact 30 Jun 71.

Air Defense Missile

6th Air Defense Missile Squadron (BOMARC): act 1 Feb 59 at Suffolk Cty AFB NY; asgd to NY ADS; inact 15 Dec 64.

22d Air Defense Missile Squadron (BOMARC): act 1 Sep 59 at Langley AFB VA; asgd to Washington ADS; trans to 33 AD 1 Apr 66; reassd to 20 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 31 Oct 72.

26th Air Defense Missile Squadron (BOMARC): act 1 Mar 59 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to Boston ADS; trans to 35 AD 1 Apr 66; reassd to 21 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 30 Apr 72.

30th Air Defense Missile Squadron (BOMARC): act 1 Jun 59 at Dow AFB ME, asgd to Bangor ADS; inact 15 Dec 64.

35th Air Defense Missile Squadron (BOMARC): act 1 Jun 60 at Niagara Falls AF Mal Site NY; asgd to Syracuse ADS; trans to Detroit ADS 4 Sep 63; operational 1 Dec 61; trans to 34 AD 1 Apr 66; reassd to 35 AD 15 Sep 69; inact 31 Dec 69.
56th Air Police Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 to 56 ABG at KI Sawyer AFB MI; inact 6 Feb 52; react 1 Apr 63; reasgd to SAC 1 Jan 64.

78th Air Police Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA to 78 ABG; inact 6 Feb 52; react 18 Aug 55 and asgd to 78 Ftr Gp; trans to 78 ABG 18 Oct 56; trans to 78 CSG 1 Apr 63; redesign 78 SPS 25 Apr 67.

81st Air Police Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB WA to 81 ABG; trans to USAFE (3AP) PCS 22 Aug 51.

101st Air Police Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Grenier AFB NH; mvd to Larson AFB WA 2 Aug 51; inact 6 Feb 62.

103d Air Police Squadron: federalized ANG unit 2 Mar 51 at Brainard Fld CT; mvd to Suffolk County AFB NY Jun 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

113d Air Police Squadron: federalized ANG unit 10 Feb 51 at Newcastle AFB DE; inact 6 Feb 52.

122d Air Police Squadron: federalized ANG unit 10 Feb 51 at Baer Fld, IN; inact 7 Feb 52.

128th Air Police Squadron: federalized ANG unit 10 Feb 51 at Truax Fld WI; inactivated 6 Feb 52.

142d Air Police Squadron: federalized ANG unit 2 Mar 51 at O'Hare IAP IL; inact 6 Feb 52.

325th Air Police Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB WA; inact 6 Feb 52; react 18 Aug 55; redesign 325 SPS 25 Apr 67.

328th Security Police Squadron: act 1 Nov 65 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO; redesign 328 SPS 25 Apr 67; disc 18 Jul 68.

507th Air Police Squadron: act 1 Apr 63 at Kincheloe AFB MI and asgd to 507 CSG; redesign 507 SPS 25 Apr 67; disc 30 Sep 68.

551st Air Police Squadron: act 18 Aug 57 at Otis AFB MA and asgd to 551 ABG; trans to 551 CSG 1 Apr 63; redesign 551 SPS.

564th Air Police Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Otis AFB MA and asgd to 564 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

566th Air Police Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Hamilton AFB CA and asgd to 566 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

567th Air Police Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at McChord AFB WA and asgd to 567 ABG (567 ADG 16 Feb 53); inact 18 Aug 55.

568th Air Police Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at McGuire AFB NJ and asgd to 568 ABG (568 ADG 16 Feb 53); inact 1 Jul 54.
32d Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Minot AFB ND; asgd to 32 ABG; trans to SAC 1 Jul 62.

46th Civil Engineering Squadron: act 15 Mar 75 at Peterson Fld CO and atch to 46 ADM; trans to SAC 1 Oct 79; trans to Space Command 1 Apr 83; inact 1 Apr 83.

52d Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Jul 63 at Suffolk County AFB NY; asgd to 52 CSG; disc 30 Sep 68.

56th Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at KI Sawyer AFB MI; asgd to 56 ABG; trans to 46 CSG 1 Apr 63; asgd to SAC 1 Jan 64.

78th Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Jul 60 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 78 ABG; trans to 78 CSG 1 Apr 63; inact 31 Dec 69.

325th Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Jul 60 at McChord AFB WA; asgd to 325 ABG; trans to 325 CSG 1 Apr 63; disc 1 Jul 68.

328th Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO; asgd to 328 ABG; trans to 328 CSG on 1 Apr 63; disc 18 Jul 68.

478th Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Grand Forks AFB ND; asgd to 478 ABG; trans to SAC 1 Jul 63.

507th Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Kincheloe AFB MI; asgd to 507 ABG; trans to 507 CSG 1 Apr 63; disc 30 Sep 68.

551st Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Jul 60 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 551 ABG; trans to 551 CSG 1 Apr 63; inact 31 Dec 69.

1001st Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Apr 83 at Peterson AFB CO; redesig 1003 CES 21 Nov 86.

1003d Civil Engineering Squadron: formed through redesig of 1001 CES 21 Nov 86.

1010th Civil Engineering Squadron: formed through redesig 4801 CES 1 Sep 82 at Cheyenne Mtn Complex.

4600th Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Jul 60 at Ent AFB CO; asgd to 4600 ABW; mvd to Peterson Fld CO o/a 16 Oct 74; inact 15 Mar 75.

4603d Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Jul 65 at Stewart AFB NY; asgd to 4603 ABG; inact 31 Dec 69.

4609th Civil Engineering Squadron: org 30 Sep 68 at Kincheloe AFB MI; asgd to 4609 ABG; inact 30 Jun 71.

4661st Civil Engineering Squadron: act 1 Oct 70 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 4661 ABG; inact 30 Sep 73.
14th Communications Squadron: act 1 Oct 68 at Tokorozawa CST, Japan; asgd to 71 MW; asgd to HQ 14 AERODF 30 Apr 71; mvd to Johnson FHG, Japan (no date); inact 30 Jun 75.

15th Communications Squadron: org 1 Apr 68 at Aviano AB, Italy; asgd to 71 MW; asgd to HQ 14 AERODF 30 Apr 71; inact 30 Jun 75.

23d Communications Squadron: act 1 Jan 51 at Presque Isle AFB ME; asgd to 23 ABG; inact 6 Feb 52.

33d Communications Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 33 ABG; inact 6 Feb 52.

42d Communications Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Stewart AFB NY; asgd to EADF; redesig 42 CS (Air Force) by Aug 51; inact 1 Jan 60.

43d Communications Squadron: act 1 May 51 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to WADF; redesig from 43 CS (Command) to 43 CS (Air Force), ca. Dec 54; inact 1 Jul 60.

47th Communications Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Ent AFB CO; asgd to HQ ADC; reasgd to AFCS 1 Oct 79.

50th Communications Squadron: act 16 Mar 51 at Kansas City MO; asgd to HQ CADF; mvd to Grandview AFB MO in Mar 54; Grandview AFB redesig Richards-Gebaur AFB MO 27 Apr 57; inact 1 Jan 60.

52d Communications Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at McGuire AFB NJ; asgd to 52 ABG; inact 6 Feb 52.

56th Communications Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB MI; asgd to 56 ABG; inact 6 Feb 52.

78th Communications Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 78 ABG; inact 6 Feb 52.

81st Communications Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 to Larson AFB WA; asgd to 81 ABG; trans to 3 AF, Suffolk, England, 22 Aug 51.

101st Communications Squadron: federalized in ANG 10 Feb 51 at Grenier AFB NM as 101 ABG; mvd to Larson AFB WA 2 Aug 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

103d Communications Squadron: federalized in ANG 2 Mar 51 at Brainard Fld CT; asgd to 103 ABG; mvd to Suffolk County AFB by Jun 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

113th Communications Squadron: federalized in ANG 10 Feb 51 at Newcastle AFB DE; asgd to 113 ABG; inact 6 Feb 52.

122d Communications Squadron: federalized in ANG 10 Feb 51 at Baer Fld IN; asgd to 122 ABG; inact 7 Feb 52.
Evaluation

17th Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron: act 1 Jul 74 at Malmstrom AFB MT; asgd to 24 AD; inact 13 Jul 79 (redesig from 4677 DSES).

4677th Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron: act 1 Jan 60 at Hill AFB UT; asgd to 29 AD; formed thru redesig of 4677 RES, ECM, originally act 18 Mar 54; trans to 28 AD 1 Jul 61; trans to 4 AF 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 10 AF 15 Sep 69; reasgd to HQ ADC 15 Nov 69; mvd to Malmstrom AFB MT o/a 31 Aug 72; reasgd to 24 AD 2 Oct 72; inact 1 Jul 74 (B-57 acft).

4677th Radar Evaluation Squadron: act 18 Mar 54 at Hill AFB UT; asgd to CADF; redesig from flight to squadron 8 Jul 58; converted to B-57 acft 1 Jul 59; trans to 29 AD 1 Jan 60; inact 1 Jan 60 through redesig as 4677 DSES.

4713th Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron: act 1 Jan 60 at Stewart AFB NY and asgd to 1 AF; formed thru redesig of 4713 RES, ECM, originally act 18 Mar 54; reasgd to HQ ADC 1 Dec 69, when it moved from Stewart AFB NY to Otis AFB MA; mvd to Westover AFB MA o/a 15 Sep 72; reasgd to 21 AD 2 Oct 72; inact 15 Apr 74.

4713th Radar Evaluation Squadron: act 18 Mar 54 at Griffiss AFB NY; asgd to EADF; redesig from flight to squadron 8 Jul 58; trans to 26 AD 1 Jul 59; mvd to Stewart AFB NY in Aug 59; trans to 4603d ABG 20 Oct 59; inact 1 Jan 60 thru redesig as 4713 DSES.

4754th Radar Evaluation Squadron: act 18 Mar 54 at Hamilton AFB CA, asgd to WADF; redesig from 4754 Radar Evaluation ECM Flight to 4754 REF, ECM, 1 Oct 57; redesig to squadron 8 Jul 58; trans to CADF and mvd to Hill AFB UT, 1 Sep 59; redesig 4754 RES, ECM (Tech) 15 Nov 59; trans to 29 AD 1 Jan 60; redesig 4754 RES (Tech) 1 Jul 60; trans to 28 AD 1 Jul 61; trans to 4 AF 1 Apr 66; reasgd to HQ ADC 1 Mar 69; reasgd to AFCS 1 Oct 79.

4758th Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron: act 1 Jul 62 at Biggs AFB TX; asgd to 4752 ABW; trans to 32 AD 1 Sep 62; trans to 29 AD (SAGE) 25 Jun 63; reasgd to 14 AEROF 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 10 AF 1 Jul 68; reasgd to 27 AD 15 Nov 69; reasgd to 26 AD 19 Nov 69; mvd to Holloman AFB NM 8 Apr 66; inact 31 Oct 70.
18th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 1 Dec 52 at Minn-St Paul IAP MN; asgd to 31 AD; replaced 109 FIS; flying F-51D acft; trans to 514 ADG 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86A acft in Jul 53; conv to F-86F acft by Dec 53; conv to F-89D acft in Jan 54; trans to Alaskan Air Command 1 Sep 54; returned from AAC in Aug 57 and asgd to 412 Ftr Gp at Wurtsmith AFB MI with F-102A acft; trans to 478 Ftr Gp (AD) and mvd to Grand Forks AFB ND 1 May 60; conv to F-101B acft by Jun 60; trans to 478 Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; trans to Grand Forks ADS 1 Jul 63; trans to Duluth ADS 4 Sep 63; trans to 29 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 28 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 24 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 15 Apr 71.

27th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd to ADC on 1 Jan 51 at Griffiss AFB NY, flying F-86A; conv to F-94C acft in the spring of 1954; conv to F-102A in late 1957; mvd to Loring AFB ME 1 Oct 59, conv to F106A, and asgd to Bangor ADS; trans to 36 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 35 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 21 AD 19 Nov 69; mvd to MacDill AFB FL 1 Jul 71 and reasgd to TAC.

29th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 8 Nov 53 at Great Falls AFB MT; asgd to 29 AD; flying F-94C acft; redesign Malmstrom AFB MT in fall of 55; conv to F-89H acft in May 57; completed conv to F-89J acft 5 May 58; trans to Great Falls ADS 1 Jul 60; conv to F-101B acft by 1 Jul 60; conv to F-101B acft by 1 Jul 60; trans to 28 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 18 Jul 68.

31st Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 20 Apr 53 at Larson AFB WA; asgd to 4702 Def Wg, flying F-86D acft; trans to 9 AD 8 Oct 54; inact 18 Aug 55 IAW Project Arrow; react 8 Jun 56 at Wurtsmith AFB MI and asgd to 412 Ftr Gp (AD) with F-102A acft; trans to AAC in Aug 57.

37th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 1 Nov 52 at Burlington Mun Aprt VT; asgd to 4711 Def Wg; replacement for 134 FIS; flying F-51D acft; trans to 517 ADG 16 Feb 53; assignment changed to Ethan Allen AFB VT in Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft on 16 Jun 53; trans to 14 Ftr Gp 18 Aug 55; conv to F-102A acft in Dec 57; inact 1 May 60.

42d Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 24 Feb 53 at O'Hare IAP IL; asgd to 501 ADG, flying F-86D acft; trans to 54 Ftr Gp and mvd to Greater Pittsburgh Aprt PA on 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; mvd to Stewart AFB NY with reduced manning and trans to 329 Ftr Gp (AD) in Dec 57; inact 8 Jan 58.

45th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 1 Nov 52 at Suffolk County AFB NY; asgd to 4700 Def Wg; replaced 118 FIS; conv from F-47N to F-86F acft in Nov 52; trans to 519 ADG 16 Feb 63; trans to USAFE in May 53 and asgd to Nouasseur AB, Morocco, 1 Jun 53.

46th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 1 Nov 52 at Dover AFB DE; asgd to 4710 ADW; replaced 148 FIS; flying F-94B acft; conv to F-94C acft in Apr 53; trans to 4709 ADW 1 Mar 56; trans to 4621 ADW 18 Oct 56; trans to NY ADS 8 Jan 57; trans to 4728 ADG ca Feb 57; inact 1 Jul 58.
59th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 33 FIW; flying F94-B acft; trans to 4707 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans and mvd PCS to Goose Bay Aprt, Labrador, (NEAC) in Oct 52; reasgd to ADC and 4732 ADG 1 Apr 57 with the F-89D acft; conv to F-89J acft in fall of 57; trans to Goose ADS 1 Apr 60; conv to F-102A acft by Jun 60; trans to 37 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to Bergstrom w/o equip 1 Jan 67; discon at Bergstrom AFB TX 2 Jan 67; organ at Kingsley Fld OR 30 Sep 68; inact 17 Dec 69.

60th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Westover AFB MA; asgd to 33 FIW; flying F-86A acft; flying F-86E acft 31 Dec 51; trans to 4707 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; conv to F-86D acft in Jul 53; trans to 33 Ftr Gp (AD) and mvd to Otis AFB MA 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow, and changed to F-94C acft; trans to 4735 ADG 18 Aug 57; conv to F-101B acft in Feb 59 (1st F-101B Sq in ADC); trans to Boston ADS 1 Aug 59; trans to 35 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 21 AD 19 Nov 69; inact at Otis AFB 30 Apr 71.

61st Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB MI; asgd to 56 FIW; flying F-94B acft; trans to 4708 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans to 575 ADG 16 Feb 53; trans to NEAC and mvd to Ernest Harmon AFB, Newfoundland, 10 Jul 53; reasgd to ADC and 4731 ADG 1 Apr 57 with F-89D acft; mvd to Truax AFB WI and trans to 327 Ftr Gp (AD) and conv to F-102A acft about Nov 57; inact 25 Jul 60.

62d Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at O'Hare IAP IL; asgd to 56 FIW; flying F-86A acft; trans to 142 FIW 1 May 51; trans to 4706 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans to 501 ADG 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft in Mar 53; trans to 56 Ftr Gp (AD) 18 Aug 55; conv to F-86D/L acft in Dec 56; mvd to KI Sawyer AFB MI 1 Aug 59; conv to F-101B acft in Nov 59; trans to Duluth ADS 1 Dec 63; trans to 29 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 34 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 29 AD 14 Nov 69; reasgd to 23 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 30 Apr 71.

63d Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB MI; asgd to 56 FIW, flying F-86A acft; mvd to Oscoda AFB MI by 1 May 51; trans to 4706 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans to 4706 Def Wg 1 Jul 52; conv F-86F acft in Dec 52; trans to 527 ADG 16 Feb 53; redesig to Wurtsmith AFB MI in Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft in May 54; conv to F-89D in early 55; trans to 56 Ftr Gp (AD); changed to F-86D acft and mvd to O'Hare IAP IL 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; inact 8 Jan 58.

64th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd 15 Aug 57 at McChord AFB WA; asgd to 325 Ftr Gp (AD); trans to ADC from AAC; flying F-102 acft; trans to 326 Ftr Gp (AD) and mvd to Paine Fld WA 15 Mar 60; trans to 57 Ftr Gp (AD) 1 Apr 61; reasgd to PACAF o/a 6 Jun 66.

65th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd 1 Nov 57 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO; asgd to 328 Ftr Gp (AD); trans from AAC to ADC 1 Nov 57 without acft or personnel; inact 8 Jan 58.
83d Fighter Day Squadron (Interceptor): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 78 Ftr Gp (AD); according to WADF History 56B the 83 FIS was redesign and reorg 18 Nov 56 as 83 Ftr Day Sq (Interceptor), in anticipation of receipt of the F-104A. Delivery of acft delayed and design changed back to 83 FIS in late 56.

83d Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 78 Ftr Wg (AD), flying F-84D acft; conv to F-89B acft by 31 Dec 51; trans to 4702 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans to 4704 Def Wg and mvd to Paine AFB WA 27 Jul 52; trans to 529 ADG 16 Feb 53; conv to F-84G acft by Jun 53; conv to F-86D acft by Dec 53; trans to 78 Ftr Gp (AD) and mvd to Hamilton AFB CA; IAW Project Arrow, 18 Aug 55; disc thru redesign as 83 Ftr Day Sq (1) 18 Nov 56 for conv to F-104A acft; delivery of F-104A acft delayed and sq desig changed back to 83 FIS in late 56; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; conv to F-104A acft 26 Jan 58; entire 83 FIS sent TDY to Formosa 6 Sep 58, except Det 1 remained at Hamilton AFB; sq returned to Hamilton in Dec 58; conv to F-101B acft by Dec 60; trans to 78 Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; act 1 Jul 71 at Loring AFB ME and asgd to 21 AD; inact 30 Jun 72.

84th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 78 FIW; flying F-84D and F-89B acft on 30 Jun 51; F-89B acft 31 Dec 51; trans to 4702 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans to 28 AD 7 Nov 52; trans to 56 ADG 16 Feb 53; conv to F-94B acft in Apr 53; conv to F-94G acft by Dec 53; trans to 78 Ftr Gp (AD) 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-89D/H acft in spring of 56; conv to F-89J acft in spring 57; conv to F-101B acft in Mar 59; trans to 78 Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; conv to F-106 Sep 68; reassg to 1 Ftr Wg 31 Dec 69; relieved from assignment to HQ 1 Ftr Wg (AD) and asgd to HQ 26 AD 1 Oct 70; mvd to Castle AFB CA 1 Sep 73; reassg to TAC 1 Oct 79.

85th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 1 Nov 52 at Scott AFB IL, asgd to 33 AD; replaced 113 FIS; flying F-51H acft; conv to F-51D acft in Jan 53; conv to F-86D in fall of 53; trans to 20 AD by 1 Mar 56; conv to F-86L acft in Aug 57; inact 1 Jul 59.

86th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 1 Nov 52 at Youngstown Mun Aprt OH; asgd to 4708 Def Wg; replacement for 166 FIS; flying F-84C acft; trans to 502 ADG 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft 16 Jul 53; trans to 79 Ftr Gp (AD) 1 Aug 55; conv to F-102A acft in Sep 57; inact 1 Mar 60.

87th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 1 Nov 52 at Sioux City Mun Aprt IA; asgd to 31 AD; replacement for 163 FIS; flying F-51D acft; trans to 521 ADG 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D acft in fall of 53; trans to USAF 21 Dec 54 and asgd to RAF Bentwaters, England, where it was later inact; react 8 Apr 56 atlockbourne AFB OH and asgd to 58 AD with F-86D acft; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; trans to 30 AD 1 Sep 58; conv to F-102A acft in fall 58; trans to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; conv to F-101 acft in Jul 60; trans to 34 AD 1 Apr 66; reassigned to 343 Ftr Gp (AD) 30 Sep 68; relieved from asgmt to 343 Ftr Gp (AD) and asgd to HQ 23 AD 28 Aug 70; mvd to K.I. Sawyer AFB MI o/a 1 May 71; reassg to TAC 1 Oct 79.
105th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: Federalized in ANG 2 Mar 51 at Berry Fld, Nashville TN; asgd to 52 FIW; called 105 Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-47D acft; asgd to 52 FIW 1 Apr 51; trans to 4709 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; mvd to McGhee-Tyson Mun Aprt, Knoxville TN in Jul 52; trans to 35 AD (CADF) 5 Aug 52; returned to control of State of TN 1 Dec 52.

109th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: Federalized in ANG 2 Mar 51 at Holman Fld, St Paul MN; asgd to 133 FIW; called 109 Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-51D acft; mvd to Mpls-St Paul IAP 28 Jun 51; trans to 31 AD 6 Feb 52; returned to control State of MN 1 Dec 52.

113th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: Federalized in ANG 10 Feb 51 at Stout Fld TN; asgd 122 FIW; called 113 Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-51H acft; mvd to Scott AFB IL in May 51; trans to 4706 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans to 33 AD of CADF 1 Apr 52; returned to control State of IN 1 Nov 52.

116th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: Federalized in ANG 10 Feb 51 at Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 81 FIW; federalized as 116 Ftr Sq, Jet; F-86A acft; trans PCS to USAFE, Suffolk England, with 81 FIW 22 Aug 51.

118th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: Federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Bradley Fld CT; asgd to 103 FIW; flying F-47N acft; mvd to Suffolk County AFB NY and asgd to 103 FIW by 1 May 51; trans to 4709 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; returned to control State of CT 1 Nov 52.

121st Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: Federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Andrews AFB MD; asgd to 113 FIW; flying F-84C acft; called 121 Ftr Sq, Jet, when federalized; conv to F-94B by 1 Oct 51; trans to 4710 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; returned to control Dist of Columbia 1 Nov 52.

123d Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: Federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Portland Mun Aprt OR; asgd to 325 FIW; called 123 Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-51D acft; received some F-86E acft in Jul 51, but these were withdrawn and unit was listed with F-51D on 31 Dec 51; trans to 4704 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; conv to F-86F acft by 30 Jun 52; returned to control State of OR 1 Nov 52.

126th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: Federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at Gen Mitchell Fld WI; asgd to 128 FIW; called 126 Ftr Sq, Jet, when federalized; mvd to Truax Fld WI and asgd to 128 FIW 10 Apr 51; F-80A acft; trans to 31 AD 6 Feb 52; conv to F-86F acft Apr 52; returned to control State of WI 1 Dec 52.

132d Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: Federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Dow AFB ME; asgd to 101 FIW; called 132 Ftr Sq, Jet, when federalized with F-80C acft; trans to 4711 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; returned to control State of ME 1 Nov 52.
176th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Truax Fld WI; asgd to 128 FIW; called 176 Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-51D acft; trans to 31 AD 6 Feb 52; conv to F-89C acft Mar 52; returned to control State of WI 1 Nov 52.

179th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: federalized ANG 2 Mar 51 at Mun Aprt, Duluth MN; asgd to 133 FIW; called 179 Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-51D acft; trans to 31 AD 6 Feb 52; returned to control State of MN 1 Dec 52.

188th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: federalized ANG 10 Feb 51 at Kirtland AFB NM; asgd to 1 FIW; called 188 Ftr Sq, S.E., when federalized with F-51D acft; mvd to Long Beach Mun Aprt CA 17 May 51; received F-86E acft in Oct 51, but reverted to F-51D acft by 31 Dec 51; trans to 4703 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans to 27 AD 1 Mar 52; returned to control State of NM 1 Nov 52.

317th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB WA; asgd to 325 FIW; redesig from 317 Ftr-All Weather Sq to 317 FIS 1 May 51; conv from F-82 to F-94A 30 Jun 51; F-94A acft 31 Dec 51; trans to 4704 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans to 567 ADG 16 Feb 53; conv to F-86D by Dec 53; trans to 325 Ftr Gp (AD) 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-102A acft in Dec 56; trans to AAC Aug 57; inact 31 Dec 69.

318th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB WA, asgd to 325 FIW; redesig from 318 Ftr-All Weather Sq to 318 FIS 1 May 51; trans to 4704 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans to 567 ADG 16 Feb 53; returned from overseas and asgd to 528 ADG at Presque Isle AFB ME; Aug 54 conv to F-89D acft; trans to 325 Ftr Gp (AD); changed to F-86D acft and mvd to McChord AFB WA 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-102A acft Mar 57; trans to 325 Ftr Wg (AD) 25 Mar 60; conv to F-106A acft in Apr 60; reasgd to 25 AD 1 Jul 68; reasgd to TAC 1 Oct 79.

319th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB WA; asgn to 325 FIW; redesig from 319 Ftr-All Weather Sq to 319 FIS 1 May 51; conv from F-82 to F-94A acft on 30 Jun 51; F-94A acft 31 Dec 51; atch to 101 FIW from 14 Aug 51 and asgd 6 Feb 52; trans PCS to FFAF 1 Mar 52 with F-94B acft after assignment to 4703 Def Wg from 6 Feb 52; returned to US from FFAF 1 Nov 55 and asgd to 4706 ADW, Bunker Hill AFB IN; F-94C acft; trans to 58 AD 1 Mar 56; conv to F-89J acft in fall of 57; trans to 30 AD 1 Sep 58; trans to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; conv to F-106A acft in Feb 60; trans to Chicago ADS 1 Jul 60; mvd to Homestead AFB FL Feb 63; and to MO ADS 1 Mar 63; conv to F-104A acft Mar 63; reasgd to 32 AD 1 Apr 66; act 1 Jul 71 at Malmstrom AFB MT, and asgd to 24 AD with F-106A; inact 30 Apr 72.

321st Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Peine AFB WA; asgd to 326 Ftr Gp (AD); flying F-89D acft; conv to F-89D/H acft by Jun 56; conv to F-89J in spring 58; inact 1 Mar 60.
331st Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 24 Feb 53 at Suffolk County AFB NY; asgd to 519 ADG; flying F-86D acft; trans to 329 Ftr Gp (AD) and mvd to Stewart AFB NY, 18 Aug 55; IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-86D/L acft in Dec 56; trans to 33 AD and mvd to Webb AFB TX 15 Aug 58; trans to Albuquerque ADS 1 Jan 60; conv to F-102A acft Jan 60; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 15 Sep 60; trans to 4752 ADW 1 Sep 61; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; conv to F-104A/B acft in Apr 63; reasgd to 31 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 1 Mar 67.

332d Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 27 Mar 53 at New Castle AFB DE; asgd to 525 ADG; flying F-94C acft; trans to 4709 ADW; changed to F-86D acft and mvd to McGuire AFB NJ 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; trans to 4621 ADW 18 Oct 56; conv to F-86D/L acft in Nov 56; trans to NY ADS 8 Jan 57; trans to 4730 ADG Feb 57; conv to F-102A acft in Jul 57; trans to 33 AD 1 Jul 59 and mvd to England AFB LA; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 1 Jan 60; mvd to Thule AB, Greenland, in Aug 60 and trans to 4683 ADW 1 Sep 60; disc 1 Jul 65.

334th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: TDY to FEAF on 1 Jan 51; asgd to 4 FIW; flying F-86 acft; trans PCS to FEAF 1 Oct 51.

335th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: TDY to FEAF on 1 Jan 51; asgd to 4 FIW; flying F-86 acft; trans PCS to FEAF 1 Oct 51.

336th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: TDY to FEAF on 1 Jan 51; asgd to 4 FIW; flying F-86 acft; trans PCS to FEAF 1 Oct 51.

337th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 8 Jul 54 at Mpls-St Paul IAP MN; asgd to 514 ADG; flying F-89D acft; trans to 4707 ADW; changed to F-86D acft and mvd to Westover AFB MA 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; trans to 4622 ADW 18 Oct 56; trans to Boston ADS 8 Jan 57; trans to 4729 ADG in Jul 57; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; conv to F-104A acft in spring 58; trans to Boston ADS ca. Apr 58; inact 8 Jul 60.

354th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act as replacement for 188 FIS at Long Beach Mun Aprt CA; mvd to Oxnard AFB CA 16 Dec 52 and asgd to 27 AD; flying F-51D acft; trans to 533 ADG 16 Feb 53; conv to F-94C acft Jul 53; trans to 355 Ftr Gp (AD); changed to F-86D acft and mvd to McGhee Tyson Mun Aprt TN 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; inact 8 Jan 58.

357th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 1 Nov 52 at Portland Mun Aprt OR; asgd to 4704 Def Wg; replaced 23 FIS; flying F-86F acft; trans to 503 ADG 16 Feb 53; trans to USAFE and mvd overseas 25 May 53.

398th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 18 Nov 56 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 78 Ftr Gp (AD); auth F-104A acft; never manned or operational; inact 18 Feb 57.

413th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 8 Jul 54 at Travis AFB CA; asgd to 26 AD; flying F-86D acft; inact 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow.
456th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 8 Aug 54 at Truax Fld WI; asgd to 529 ADG; flying F-86D acft; inact 18 Aug 55, (replaced by 325 FIS); react 18 Oct 55 at Castle AFB CA and asgd to 28 AD, flying F-86D acft; conv to F-86L acft in fall 57; conv to F-102A in Apr 58; conv to F-106A acft in Sep 59; trans to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; trans to Los Angeles ADS 1 Aug 63; trans to 26 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 27 AD 18 Jul 68; disc 18 Jul 68.

460th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 18 Mar 54 at McGhee-Tyson Mun Aprt TN; asgd 516 ADG; flying F-86D acft; trans to 337 Ftr Gp, changed to F-89D acft and mvd to Portland IAP OR, 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; conv to F-102A acft in May 58; org at Oxnard AFB CA 30 Sep 68 and flying F-106A; mvd to Kingsley Fld OR and reasgd to 408 Ftr Gp (AD) and asgd to HQ 25 AD 1 Oct 70; mvd to Grand Forks AFB ND o/a 16 Apr 71; disc 15 Jul 74.

465th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 18 Feb 53 at McChord AFB WA; asgd to 567 ADG; flying F-86D acft; inact 18 Aug 55 IAW Project Arrow; react 8 Oct 55 at Griffiss AFB NY; asgd to 32 AD with F-89D acft; conv to F-89H/J acft in fall of 56; trans to 4727 ADG in Feb 57; mvd to L.G. Hanscom Fld MA and trans to Boston ADS in Aug 59, acquiring F-86L acft in a swap with the 49 FIS; inact 15 Mar 60.

469th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 1 Dec 52 at McGhee-Tyson Mun Aprt, Knoxville TN, asgd to 35 AD which replaced 105 FIS and flying F-47D acft; trans to 516 ADG 16 Feb 53; received some F-47N acft in early 1953; conv to F-86A acft in Jul 53; conv to F-86D acft by Jun 54; trans to 355 Ftr Gp (AD) 18 Aug 55; inact 1 Dec 57.

482d Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 8 Apr 56 at Seymour Johnson AFB NC; asgd to 85 AD, flying F-86D acft; conv to F-102A acft in May 57; trans to 35 AD 1 Sep 58; trans to 32 AD 15 Nov 58; trans to Washington ADS 1 Jul 61; disc 1 Oct 65.

484th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 8 Jun 56 at K.I. Sawyer AFB MI, asgd to 473 Ftr Gp (AD), auth F-89D/H acft but acft never delivered during 1957 or 1958; inact 16 Feb 59.

496th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 20 Mar 53 at Hamilton AFB CA, asgd to 566 ADG and flying F-51D acft; conv to F-86D acft by Dec 53; trans to USAFE and mvd to Hahn AB, Germany 31 May 54.

497th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron: act 18 Feb 53 at Portland IAP OR, asgd to 503 ADG and flying F-94B acft; conv to F-94A by Dec 53; conv to F-89D acft by Jul 54; trans to 84 Ftr Gp (AD) and changed to F-86D acft and mvd to Geiger Fld WA 18 Aug 55, IAW Project Arrow; trans to USAFE and mvd to Torrejon AB, Spain Jun 58; trans to SAC 5 Jul 58.
52d Food Service Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at McGuire AFB NJ; inact 6 Feb 52.

56th Food Service Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 to 56 ABG, Selfridge AFB MI; inact 6 Feb 52.

78th Food Service Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA to 78 ABG; inact 6 Feb 52; react 18 Aug 55 and asgd to 78 Ftr Gp; trans to 78 ABG 18 Oct 56; disc 1 Feb 61.

81st Food Service Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB WA to 81 ABG; trans to USAFE (3 AF) 22 Aug 51.

101st Food Service Squadron: federalized ANG unit 10 Feb 51 at Grenier AFB NH; mvd to Larson AFB WA 2 Aug 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

103d Food Service Squadron: federalized ANG unit 2 Mar 51 at Brainard Fld CT; mvd to Suffolk County AFB Jun 52; inact 6 Feb 52.

113th Food Service Squadron: federalized ANG unit 10 Feb 51 at Newcastle AFB DE; inact 6 Feb 52.

122d Food Service Squadron: federalized ANG unit 10 Feb 51 at Baer Fld IN; inact 7 Feb 52.

128th Food Service Squadron: federalized ANG unit 10 Feb 51 at Truax Fld WI; inact 6 Feb 52.

133d Food Service Squadron: federalized ANG unit at Holman Fld MN; mvd to Minn-St Paul IAP 28 Jun 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

142d Food Service Squadron: federalized ANG unit 2 Mar 51 at O'Hare IAP IL; inact 6 Feb 52.

325th Food Service Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB WA; inact 6 Feb 52; react 18 Aug 55; inact 1 Feb 61.

551st Food Service Squadron: act 18 Aug 57 at Otis AFB MA and asgd to 551 ABG; disc 1 Feb 61.

564th Food Service Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Otis AFB MA and asgd to 564 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

566th Food Service Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Hamilton AFB CA and asgd to 566 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

567th Food Service Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at McChord AFB WA and asgd to 567 ABG (567 ADG 16 Feb 53); inact 18 Aug 55.

568th Food Service Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at McGuire AFB NJ and asgd to 568 ABG (568 ADG 16 Feb 53); inact 1 Jul 54.
4715th Ground Observer Squadron: act 8 Oct 55 at Grandview AFB MO; asgd to 20 AD; Grandview AFB redesign Richards-Gebaur AFB MO 27 Apr 57; inact ca. 1 Mar 59.

4716th Ground Observer Squadron: act 8 Sep 55 at Andrews AFB MD; asgd to 85 AD; trans to 26 AD 1 Sep 58; inact 16 Oct 58.

4717th Ground Observer Squadron: act 8 Sep 55 at Wright-Patterson AFB OH, asgd to 58 AD; trans to 30 AD 1 Sep 58; disc 1 Sep 58.

4718th Ground Observer Squadron: act 8 Sep 55 at Truax Fld WI; asgd to 37 AD; mvd to Green Bay AD Filter Center WI about Feb 57; inact ca. 1 Mar 59.

4755th Ground Observer Squadron: act by 1 Jan 55 at Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 9 AD; inact 25 Mar 59.

4768th Ground Observer Squadron: act 1 Jan 55 at Tinker AFB OK; asgd to 33 AD; mvd to Oklahoma City AFS OK summer of 56; inact ca. 1 Mar 59.

4770th Ground Observer Squadron: act 16 Apr 51 at McChord AFB WA; asgd to 25 AD; mvd to Portland AD Filter Center OR about Feb 57; inact 25 Mar 59.

4771st Ground Observer Squadron: act 16 Apr 51 at Norton AFB CA; asgd to 27 AD; inact 25 Mar 59.

4772d Ground Observer Squadron: act 16 Apr 51 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 28 AD; inact 25 Mar 59.

4773d Ground Observer Squadron: act 16 Apr 51 at Great Falls AFB MT; asgd to 29 AD; base of assignment changed to Malmstrom AFB MT fall of 55; inact ca. 1 Mar 59.

Installations

1st Installations Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at George AFB CA; asgd to 1 ABG; inact 6 Feb 52; react 18 Aug 55 at Selfridge AFB MI; asgd to 1 Ftr Gp (AD), Project Arrow; trans to 1 ABG 18 Oct 56; redesign 1st Civil Engineering Squadron 1 Jul 60.

4th Installations Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51; asgd to 4 ABG; trans PCS to FEAF 1 Oct 51.

23d Installations Squadron: act Jan 51 at Presque Isle AFB ME; inact 6 Feb 52.
566th Installations Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 566 ABG; inact 18 Aug 55.

567th Installations Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at McChord AFB WA; asgd to 567 ABG; unit of assignment redesig 566 ADG 16 Feb 53; inact 18 Aug 55.

568th Installations Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at McGuire AFB NJ; asgd to 568 ABG; redesig to 568 ADG 16 Feb 53; inact 1 Jul 54.

569th Installations Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Larson AFB WA; asgd to 569 ABG; inact 7 Apr 52.

575th Installations Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Selfridge AFB MI; asgd to 575 ABG; redesig to 575 ADG 16 Feb 53; inact 18 Aug 55.

4083d Installations Squadron: asgd 1 Jul 60 at Thule AB, Greenland, asgd to 4083d ABW; asgd from SAC to ADC 1 Jul 60 and disc.

4084th Installations Squadron: asgd 1 Jul 60 at Sondrestrom AB, Greenland, asgd to 4084 ABG; asgd from SAC to ADC 1 Jul 60 and disc.

4600th Installations Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Ent AFB CO; asgd to HQ ADC; disc 25 Jan 51; react and asgd to 4600 ABG 1 Jul 57; trans to 4600 ABW 8 Apr 58; disc 1 Jul 60 thru redesig as 4600 CES.

4700th Installations Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Stewart AFB NY; asgd to 4700 ABG; inact 1 Feb 52.

4737th Installations Squadron: act 1 Apr 57 at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland, asgd to 4737 ABG; (formed thru redesig of 6604 Installations Sq; asgd from NEAC to ADC 1 Apr 57); redesig 4737 CES 1 Jul 60.

4750th Installations Squadron: act 8 Sep 55 at Yuma County Aprt AZ; asgd to 4750 ABG; Yuma County Aprt redesig Vincent AFB AZ in fall of 56; disc 1 Apr 59.

4756th Installations Squadron: act ca. Jul 57 at Tyndall AFB FL; asgd to 4756 ABG; redesig 4756 CES 1 Jul 60.

6604th Installations Squadron: asgd 1 Apr 57 at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland, asgd to 6604 ABG; trans to ADC and redesig 4737 Installations Sq 1 Apr 57.

**Liaison**

9th Liaison Squadron: act 16 Jan 53 at Stewart AFB NY; inact 25 Sep 53.

17th Liaison Squadron: act 20 Oct at McChord AFB CA; inact 18 Sep 53.
46th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: Act 1 Jul 75 at
Peterson Field CO; asgd to 46 ADW; trans to SAC 1 Oct 79.

52d Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: Act 1 Jan 75 at
Suffolk County AFB NY; asgd to 52 Ftr Gp (AD); disc 1 Jul 63; org 30 Sep 68;
inact 31 Dec 69.

52d Field Maintenance Squadron: Act 1 Jul 63 at Suffolk County AFB
NY; asgd to 52 Ftr Wg (AD); disc 30 Sep 68.

52d Maintenance Squadron: Asgd 1 Jan 51 at McGuire AFB NJ; asgd to
52 M&S Gp; inact 6 Feb 52.

52d Organizational Maintenance Squadron: Act 1 Jul 63 at Suffolk
County AFB NY; asgd to 52 Ftr Wg (AD); disc 30 Sep 68.

53d Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: Act 8 Jul 57 at Sioux
City Mun Aprt IA; asgd to 53 Ftr Gp; inact 1 May 59.

56th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: Act ca. Jul 57 at
O'Hare IAP Chicago IL; asgd to 56 Ftr Gp; mvd to K.I. Sawyer AFB MI
1 Oct 59; trans to 56 Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; asgd to SAC 1 Jan 64.

56th Maintenance Squadron: Asgd 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB MI; asgd to
56 M&S Gp; inact 6 Feb 52.

57th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: Act 1 Apr 61 at
Paine Fld WA; asgd to 57 Ftr Gp (AD); disc 30 Sep 68.

78th Avionics Maintenance Squadron: Act 18 May 69 at Hamilton AFB CA;
asgd to 78 Ftr Wg (AD); inact 31 Dec 69.

78th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: Act Aug 57 at
Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 78 Ftr Gp (AD); inact 1 Nov 58.

78th Field Maintenance Squadron: Act 18 Aug 55 at Hamilton AFB CA;
asgd to 78 Ftr Gp (AD); trans to 78 ABG; 18 Oct 56; trans to 78 M&S Gp
in Jul 57; trans to 78 Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; inact 31 Dec 69.

78th Maintenance Squadron: Asgd 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to
78 M&S Gp; inact 6 Feb 52.

78th Munitions Maintenance Squadron: Act 15 Sep 66 at Hamilton AFB
CA; asgd to 78 Ftr Wg (AD); inact 31 Dec 69.

78th Organizational Maintenance Squadron: Act 1 Nov 58 at Hamilton
AFB CA; asgd to 78 Ftr Gp (AD); trans to 78 M&S Gp 1 Jul 60; trans to
78 Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; inact 31 Dec 69.

79th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: Act ca. Jul 57 at
Youngstown Mun Aprt OH; asgd to 79 Ftr Gp; inact 1 Mar 60.
325th Organizational Maintenance Squadron: act 15 Nov 58 at McChord AFB WA; asgd to 325 Ftr Gp (AD); trans to 325 M&S Gp 25 Mar 60; trans to 325 Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; disc 25 Jun 66; react 1 Jul 63; disc 1 Oct 62.

326th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: act Jul 57 at Paine AFB WA; asgd to 326 Ftr Gp (AD); disc 1 Apr 61.

327th Armament & Electronics Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Dec 58 at Truax Fld WI; asgd to 327 Ftr Gp (AD); inact 1 Aug 60.

327th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: act ca. Jul 57 at Truax Fld WI; asgd to 327 Ftr Gp; inact 1 Dec 58; react 1 Aug 60; disc 25 Jun 66.

327th Field Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Dec 58; asgd to the 327 Ftr Gp (AD); inact 1 Aug 60.

327th Organizational Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Dec 58 at Truax Fld WI; asgd to 327 Ftr Gp (AD); inact 1 Aug 60.

328th Field Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO; asgd to 328 Ftr Wg (AD); disc 18 Jul 68.

328th Field Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO; asgd to 328 Ftr Wg (AD); disc 18 Jul 68.

328th Munitions Maintenance Squadron: act 15 Sep 66 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO; asgd to 328 Ftr Wg (AD); disc 18 Jul 68.

328th Organizational Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO; asgd to 328 Ftr Wg (AD); disc 18 Jul 68.

329th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: act Jan 57 at Stewart AFB NY; asgd to 329 Ftr Gp; inact 1 Aug 59.

337th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: act Sep 57 at Portland IAP OR; asgd to 337 Ftr Gp; disc 25 Mar 66.

343d Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: act 8 Sep 57 at Duluth Mun Aprt MN; asgd to 343 Ftr Gp (AD); inact 28 Aug 70.


408th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: act 8 Nov 58 at Kingsley Fld OR; asgd to 408 Ftr Gp (AD); inact 1 Oct 70.
552d Organizational Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Oct 60 at McClellan AFB CA; asgd to 552 AEW&C Wg; inact 1 Apr 75.

552d Periodic Maintenance Squadron: act 18 Dec 54 at McClellan AFB CA; asgd to 8 AD; trans to 552 AEW&C Wg 8 Jul 55; redesig 552 Organizational Maintenance Sq 1 Jul 60.

553d Electronics Maintenance Squadron: org 25 Feb 67 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 553 Recon Wg; mvd to Korat AB, Thailand, Oct-Dec 67 and trans to PACAF.

553d Field Maintenance Squadron: org 25 Feb 67 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 553 Recon Wg; mvd to Korat AB, Thailand, Oct-Dec 67 and trans to PACAF.

553d Organizational Maintenance Squadron: org 25 Feb 67 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 553 Recon Wg; mvd to Korat AB, Thailand, Oct-Dec 67 and trans to PACAF.

564th Field Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 564 ABG; unit of asgmt redesig to 564 ADG 16 Feb 53; inact 18 Aug 55.

566th Field Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 566 ABG; redesig 566 ADG 16 Feb 53; inact 18 Aug 55.

567th Field Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at McChord AFB WA; asgd to 567 ABG; redesig 567 ADG 16 Feb 53; inact 18 Aug 55.

568th Field Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at McGuire AFB NJ; asgd to 568 ABG; redesig 568 ADG 16 Feb 53; inact 1 Jul 54.

569th Field Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Larson AFB WA; asgd to 569 ABG; inact 7 Apr 52.

575th Field Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Selfridge AFB MI; asgd to 575 ABG; redesig 575 ADG 16 Feb 53; inact 18 Aug 55.

601st Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: act 8 Dec 56 at McGuire AFB NJ; asgd to NY ADS; trans to 4730 ADG Feb 57; inact 1 Aug 58.

601st Field Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Nov 58 at Selfridge AFB MI; asgd to 1 Ftr Gp (AD); disc 25 Jun 60.

602d Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: act Jul 57 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 4735 ADG; inact 8 Jul 58.

603d Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: act ca. Aug 57 at Westover AFB MA; asgd to 4729 ADG; inact 8 Feb 58.
4750th Armament & Electronic Maintenance Squadron: act 15 Nov 58 at Vincent AFB AZ; asgd to 4750 ADW (WP); mvd to MacDill AFB FL ca. Jun 59; disc 25 Jun 60.

4750th Base Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Apr 54 at Yuma County Aprt AZ; asgd to 4750 ABG; redesig 4750 FMS 1 Sep 54 and disc.

4750th Field Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Sep 54 at Yuma County Aprt AZ; asgd to 4750 ABG; Yuma County Aprt redesig Vincent AFB AZ in fall of 56; trans to 4750 ADW (Wpns) 1 Apr 59; mvd to MacDill AFB FL ca. Jun 59; disc 25 Jun 60.

4750th Maintenance & Supply Squadron: act 1 Sep 53 at Yuma County Aprt AZ; asgd to 4750 ABG; disc 1 Apr 54.

4750th Organizational Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Sep 53 at Yuma County Aprt AZ; asgd to 4750 Tng Gp; disc thru redesig; react 15 Nov 58 at Vincent AFB AZ; asgd to 4750 ADW (Wpns); mvd to MacDill AFB FL ca. Jun 59; disc 25 Jun 60.

4750th Periodic Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Sep 54 at Yuma County Aprt AZ; asgd to 4750 ADG (Wpns); disc 25 Sep 54.

4756th Equipment Maintenance Squadron: act ca. Jul 57 at Tyndall AFB FL; asgd to 4756 M&S Gp; trans to 4756 ADG (Wpns) 1 Jul 61; trans to 4756 ADW (Tng) 1 Jan 63; reasgd to ADWC 1 Jan 68; redesig 1 Jul 78.


4756th Munitions Maintenance Squadron: act 15 Sep 66 at Tyndall AFB FL; asgd to 4756 ADW (Tng); reasgd to ADC 1 Jan 68; inact 1 Jul 78.


4780th Avionics Maintenance Squadron: act 18 May 69 at Perrin AFB TX; asgd to 4780 ADW (Tng); inact 30 Jun 71.

4780th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB TX; asgd to 4780 ADW; disc 1 Jan 63.

4780th Field Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Jan 63 at Perrin AFB TX; asgd to 4780 ADW (Tng); inact 30 Jun 71.

4780th Munitions Maintenance Squadron: act 15 Sep 66 at Perrin AFB TX; asgd to 4780 ADW (Tng); inact 30 Jun 71.

4780th Organizational Maintenance Squadron: act 1 Jan 63 at Perrin AFB TX; asgd to 4780 ADW (Tng); inact 30 Jun 71.
328th Materiel Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Grandview AFB MO; asgd to 328 Ftr Gp (AD); Grandview AFB redesig Richards-Gebaur AFB MO 27 Apr 57; disc 1 Feb 61.

329th Materiel Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Stewart AFB NY; asgd to 329 Ftr Gp (AD); inact 1 Aug 59.

337th Materiel Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Portland IAP OR; asgd to 337 Ftr Gp (AD); disc 1 Aug 64.

343d Materiel Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Duluth Mun Aprt MN; asgd to 343 Ftr Gp (AD), disc 1 Aug 64.

355th Materiel Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at McGhee-Tyson Mun Aprt TN; asgd to 355 Ftr Gp (AD); inact ca. Dec 57.

408th Materiel Squadron: act 8 Jan 56 at Klamath Falls Mun Aprt OR; asgd to 408 Ftr Gp (AD); disc 1 Aug 64.

412th Materiel Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Wurtsmith AFB MI; asgd to 412 Ftr Gp (AD); trans to SAC 1 Apr 60.

414th Materiel Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Oxnard AFB CA; asgd to 414 Ftr Gp (AD); disc 1 Aug 64.

473d Materiel Squadron: act ca. Feb 56 at K.I. Sawyer Aprt MI; asgd to 4710 ADW; trans to 473 Ftr Gp (AD) by Jul 56; inact 1 Oct 59.

475th Materiel Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Minn-St Paul IAP MN; asgd to 475 Ftr Gp (AD); inact 2 Jan 58.

476th Materiel Squadron: act 8 Feb 57 at Glasgow AFB MT; asgd to 476 Ftr Gp (AD); trans to SAC 1 Apr 60.

478th Materiel Squadron: act 8 Feb 57 at Grand Forks AFB ND; asgd to 478 Ftr Gp (AD); disc 1 Feb 61.

500th Materiel Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Greater Pittsburgh Aprt PA; asgd to 500 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

501st Materiel Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at O'Hare IAP, Chicago IL; asgd to 501 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

502d Materiel Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Youngstown Mun Aprt OH; asgd to 502 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

503d Materiel Squadron: act 16 Feb 53 at Portland IAP OR; asgd to 503 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

507th Materiel Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Kinross AFB MI; asgd to 507 Ftr Gp (AD); Kinross AFB redesig Kincheloe AFB MI in last half of 59; disc 1 Feb 61.
4624th Materiel Squadron: act 1 Jan 60 at Hancock Fld NY; asgd to 4624 Support Gp; disc 1 Jul 64.

4661st Materiel Squadron: act 1 Oct 70 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 4661 ABG; inact 30 Sep 73.

4676th Materiel Squadron: act 8 Oct 53 at Grandview AFB MO; asgd to 4676 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

4684th Materiel Squadron: act 1 Oct 60 at Sondrestrom AB, Greenland; asgd to 4684 ABG; disc 1 Apr 62.

4700th Materiel Squadron: act 25 Mar 53 at Stewart AFB NY; asgd to 4700 ADG; replaced by 329 Material Sq 18 Aug 55 IAW Project Arrow.

4737th Materiel Squadron: act 1 May 58 at Pepperrell AFB, Newfoundland; asgd to 4737 ABG; replaced by 4737 Supply Sq (originally act 1 Apr 57) 1 Sep 60.

4750th Materiel Squadron: act Jun 52 at Yuma County Aprt AZ; asgd to 4750 ABG (Wpn Tng); redesign 4750 Tng Gp (AD) 16 Feb 53; disc 1 Sep 53.

4751st Materiel Squadron: act 1 Apr 58 at Eglin AFAF 99 FL; asgd to 4751 ADW (Msl); trans from ADC to TAC 1 Jul 62.

4784th Materiel Squadron: act 1 Oct 70 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 4784 ABG; inact 31 Dec 72.

4787th Materiel Squadron: act 28 Aug 70 at Duluth IAP MN; asgd to 4787 ABG; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

4788th Materiel Squadron: act 1 Oct 70 at Kingsley Fld OR; asgd to 4788 ABG; inact 30 Jun 71.

Missile Warning

6th Missile Warning Squadron: act 1 Oct 78 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 21 AD; reassgd to ADCOM 1 Oct 79; reassgd to SAC 1 Dec 79; reassgd to Space Command 1 May 83 at Cape Cod AFS MA.

7th Missile Warning Squadron: act 1 Jul 79 at Beale AFB CA; asgd to 26 AD; reassgd to HQ ADCOM 1 Oct 79; reassgd to SAC 1 Dec 79; reassgd to Space Command 1 May 83.

8th Missile Warning Squadron: act 1 Apr 86 at Eldorado AFS TX; asgd to 1 SWG.

9th Missile Warning Squadron: act 1 Jul 85 at Robins AFB GA; asgd to 1 SWG.
103d Motor Vehicle Squadron: federalized ANG unit 2 Mar 51 at Bradley Fld CT; mvd to Suffolk County AFB NY Jun 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

113d Motor Vehicle Squadron: federalized ANG unit 10 Feb 51 at Newcastle AFB DE; inact 6 Feb 52.

122d Motor Vehicle Squadron: federalized ANG unit 10 Feb 51 at Baer Fld IN; inact 7 Feb 52.

128th Motor Vehicle Squadron: federalized ANG unit 10 Feb 51 at Truax Fld WI; inact 6 Feb 52.

133d Motor Vehicle Squadron: federalized ANG unit 2 Mar 51 at Holman Fld MN; mvd to Minn-St Paul IAP MN 28 Jun 51; inact 6 Feb 52.

142d Motor Vehicle Squadron: federalized ANG unit 2 Mar 51 at O'Hare IAP IL; inact 6 Feb 52.

325th Motor Vehicle Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB WA; inact 6 Feb 52; react 18 Aug 55; redesig 325 Transportation Sq 18 Oct 56.

564th Motor Vehicle Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 564 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

566th Motor Vehicle Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 566 ABG (566 ADG 16 Feb 53); inact 18 Aug 55.

567th Motor Vehicle Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at McChord AFB WA; asgd to 567 ABG (567 ADG 16 Feb 53); inact 18 Aug 55.

568th Motor Vehicle Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at McGuire AFB NJ; asgd to 568 ABG (568 ADG 16 Feb 53); inact 1 Jul 54.

569th Motor Vehicle Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Larson AFB WA; asgd to 569 ABG; inact 7 Apr 52.

575th Motor Vehicle Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Selfridge AFB MI; asgd to 575 ABG (575 ADG 16 Feb 53); inact 18 Aug 55.

4600th Motor Vehicle Squadron: act 20 May 51 at Ent AFB CO; asgd to 4600 ABG; disc 1 Dec 51.

Operations

1st Operations Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Selfridge AFB MI; asgd to 1 Ftr Gp; trans to 1 ABG 18 Oct 56; trans to 1 Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Feb 61; disc 1 Apr 63.

33d Operations Squadron: act 18 Aug 55 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 33 Ftr Gp (AD); trans to 33 ABG 18 Oct 56; inact thru redesig as 551 Ops Sq 18 Aug 57.
Radar

1st Radar Calibration Squadron: act 1 Feb 53 at Griffiss AFB NY; asgd to EADF; flew B-29 acft; inact 18 Mar 54.

4th Radar Calibration Squadron: act 1 Feb 53 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to WADF (replaced 112 RCS); flew B-29 acft; inact 18 Mar 54.

7th Radar Calibration Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Griffiss AFB NY; asgd to EADF; flew B-29 acft; redesig from unit to sq by 1 May 51; inact 8 Sep 52 react 1 Sep 53 at Sioux City Mun Aprt IA; asgd to CADF; mvd to Hill AFB UT 9 Dec 53; inact 18 Mar 54.

11th Radar Calibration Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 78 FIW; redesig from unit to sq by WADF 9 Jan 51; trans to control of WADF 6 Feb 52; inact 8 Sep 52.

17th Radar Squadron: act 1 Sep 71 at Ko Kha ASN, Thailand; asgd to 14 AEROF; inact 31 May 76.

21st Radar Squadron: act 1 Oct 59 at Thule AB, Greenland, asgd to 64 AD; inact by Dec 59.

102d Radar Calibration Squadron: federalized ANG 1 Sep 51 at Grenier AFB NH; asgd to EADF; federalized as det but redesig as fit in Jan 52; flew F-29 acft; attached to 7 RCS 2 Feb 52; mvd to Griffiss AFB NY in Feb 52; trans to 109 RCS in Sep 52; reorg and redesig as sq in mid-Nov 52; trans to 1 RCS 1 Feb 53; released from AD and returned to control State of NY 1 Aug 53.

106th Radar Calibration Squadron: federalized ANG 16 Sep 51 at Grenier AFB NH; asgd to EADF; federalized as det but redesig as sq and asgd to 152 AC&W Gp by 1 Feb 52; trans to CADF by 4 Apr 52; flew B-29 acft and some personnel located at Griffiss AFB NY; mvd to Sioux City Mun Aprt IA 4 Apr 52; released from 24 months AD and returned to control State of Illinois 1 Sep 53.

109th Radar Calibration Squadron: asgd 23 May 51 at Griffiss AFB NY; asgd to EADF; redesig as fit by Aug 51; reorg and redesig as a sq in Sep 52; rel from AD and returned to control State of Colorado 1 Feb 53.

112th Radar Calibration Squadron: asgd 8 May 51 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to WADF; federalized as det 1 May 51; redesig fit 16 Aug 51; reorg and redesig as sq 5 Sep 52; released from 21 months AD and returned to control State of California 1 Feb 53.

609th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act Dec 57 at Dobbins AFB GA; asgd to 35 AD; mvd to Eufaula AFS AL by Sep 58; trans to 32 AD 15 Nov 58; sq redesig from ACSW Sq to 609 Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; trans to Montgomery ADS 1 Nov 59; reasgd to 32 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 8 Sep 68.
636th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB WA; asgd to 505 AC&W Gp; trans to 162 AC&W Gp 25 May 51; mvd to Condor OR by 15 Aug 51; asgd to 25 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4702 Def Wg Jan 53; trans to 9 AD 8 Oct 54; trans to 25 AD 15 Aug 58; trans to 4700 ADW 1 Sep 58; trans to Spokane ADS 15 Mar 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to 636 Radar Sq (SAGE) 8 Sep 60; trans to Seattle ADS 1 Jun 63; trans to 26 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 25 AD 15 Sep 69; inact 30 Sep 70.

637th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Saddle Mt WA; asgd to 505 AC&W Gp; trans to 162 AC&W Gp 25 May 51; asgd to 25 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4702 Def Wg Jan 53; site redesig to Othello AFS WA 1 Dec 53; trans to 9 AD 8 Oct 54; trans to 25 AD 15 Aug 58; trans to 4700 ADW 1 Sep 58; trans to Spokane ADS 15 Mar 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to 637 Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 60; trans to Seattle ADS 1 Sep 63; trans to 25 AD 1 Apr 66; inact 1 May 70; react (date unknown); inact 31 Mar 75.

644th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act Oct 54 at Syracuse AFS NY; asgd to 4707 ADW; mvd to Portsmouth NH in summer of 55; site redesig Rye AFS NH in summer 56; trans to 4622 ADW 18 Oct 56; trans to Boston ADS 8 Jan 57; inact ca. Oct 57 as 644 AC&W Sq; react 25 Apr 60 as 644 Radar Sq (SAGE) at Homestead AFB FL; asgd to Montgomery ADS; reasgd to 32 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 33 AD 14 Nov 69; reasgd to 20 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 644 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inact 1 Apr 78.

645th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Roslyn NY; asgd to 503 AC&W Gp; originally act 30 Apr 48 as 645 ACon and asgd to 503 AC&W Gp; redesig 645 AC&W Sq 8 Dec 49; asgd to ADC 1 Jan 51; inact 6 Feb 52; react 28 Jun 62 as 645 Radar Sq (SAGE) at Patrick AFB FL; asgd to ADC 1 Nov 62; reasgd to 32 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 33 AD 14 Nov 69; reasgd to 20 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 645 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inact 1 Apr 76.

646th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Navesink NJ; asgd to 503 AC&W Gp; trans to 26 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4709 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesig to Highlands AFS NJ 1 Dec 53; trans to 4621 ADW 18 Oct 56; trans to NY ADS 8 Jan 57; redesig 646 Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 58; trans to 21 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 1 Jul 66.

647th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Ft Meade MD; asgd to 503 AC&W Gp; trans to 26 AD 6 Feb 52; mvd to permanent site at Quantico VA Apr 52; trans to 4710 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 85 AD 1 Mar 56; site redesig Manassas AFS VA in summer of 57; trans to Washington ADS 1 Sep 58; redesig from AC&W Sq to 647 Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; disc 25 Jun 65.
660th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB MI; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; inact 6 Feb 52; asgd to 35 AD and stationed at Dobbins AFB GA when react 18 Jun 53; mvd to MacDill AFB FL by 1 Aug 54; trans to 32 AD 15 Nov 58; trans to Montgomery ADS 1 Nov 59; redesig from AC&W Sq to 660 Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61; reasgd 32 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd 33 AD 14 Nov 69; reasgd to 20 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 660 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; reasgd to TAC 1 Oct 79.

661st Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Selfridge AFB MI; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; trans to 30 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4708 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 30 AD 8 Jul 56; trans to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; redesig from AC&W Sq to 661 Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 59; trans to 34 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 29 AD 14 Nov 69; reasgd to 23 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 661 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inact 1 Jul 74.

662d Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Ravenna OH; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; mvd to Brookfield AFS OH Oct 51; trans to 30 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4708 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 30 AD 8 Jul 56; trans to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; trans to Syracuse ADS 15 Jun 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to 662 Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; mvd to Oakdale PA about Jul 60; trans to Detroit ADS 4 Sep 63; trans to 34 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 33 AD 15 Sep 69; inact 31 Dec 69.

664th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Lockbourne AFB OH; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; mvd to Bellefontaine AFS OH Sep 51; trans to 30 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4706 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 30 AD 8 Jul 56; trans to 30 AD 1 Sep 58; trans to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; redesig from AC&W Sq to 664 Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 59; trans to 34 AD 1 Apr 66; inact 30 Sep 69.

665th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Keweenaw MI; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; trans to 30 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4706 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesig Calumet AFS MT 1 Dec 53; trans to 37 AD 8 Jul 56; trans to 30 AD 1 Apr 59; trans to Sault Ste Marie ADS 1 Apr 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to 665 Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; trans to Duluth ADS 1 Oct 63; trans to 29 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 23 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 1 Mar 70; redesig from 665 ADG 1 Jan 74; reasgd to TAC 1 Oct 79.

666th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Mt Tamapalis CA; asgd to 542 AC&W Sq; trans to 28 AD 6 Feb 52; site redesig Mill Valley AFS CA 1 Dec 53; trans to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to 666 Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jan 61; trans to Portland ADS 1 Aug 63; trans to 26 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 27 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 26 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 666 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

669th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Ft MacArthur CA; asgd to 544 AC&W Gp; trans to 27 AD 6 Feb 52; mvd to Santa Rosa Island CA 11 Feb 52; trans to Los Angeles ADS 1 Oct 59; mvd to Lompoc AFS CA 1 Apr 63; redesig 669 Radar Sq (SAGE) (from AC&W Sq) 1 Apr 63; trans to 27 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 18 Jun 68.
681st Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 1 Mar 51 at Del Bonita MT; asgd to 545 AC&W Gp; trans to 29 AD 6 Feb 52; site redesignated to Cutbank AFS MT 1 Dec 53; trans to Great Falls ADS 1 Jul 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to 681 Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61; disc 25 Jun 65.

682d Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 1 Dec 53 at Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 4702 Def Wg; mvd to Kirtland AFB NM and trans to 34 AD in Jan 54; mvd to Hamilton AFB CA and trans to 28 AD 13 Jul 54; mvd to Almaden AFS CA in Sep 57; trans to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to 682 Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jan 61; trans to Los Angeles ADS 1 Aug 63; trans to 26 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 27 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 26 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 682 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

684th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 1 Dec 53 at Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 4702 Def Wg; mvd to Kirtland AFB NM and trans to 34 AD Jan 54; mvd to Davis-Monthan AFB AZ Apr 54; mvd to Mt Lemmon AFS, Tucson AZ, in spring of 56; trans to Los Angeles ADS 1 Jan 60; trans to Phoenix ADS 1 May 61; redesig from AC&W Sq to 684 Radar Sq (SAGE), 15 Oct 61; trans to 27 AD 1 Apr 66; inact 31 Dec 69.

689th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 1 Oct 53 at Portland IAP OR; asgd to 4704 Def Wg; trans to 25 AD 8 Oct 54; mvd to Mt Hebo AFS OR in summer of 56; trans to Portland ADS 1 Mar 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; trans to 25 AD 1 Apr 66; redesig 689 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inact 30 Jun 79.

691st Radar Squadron (SAGE): act Mar 58 at Dobbins AFB GA; asgd to 35 AD; mvd to Cross City AFS FL in summer of 58; trans to 32 AD 15 Nov 58; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; trans to Montgomery ADS 1 Nov 59; redesig to 32 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 33 AD 14 Nov 69; reasgd to 20 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 30 Sep 70.

692d Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 8 Aug 58 at Snelling AFS MN; asgd to 31 AD; mvd to Baudette AFS MN about Oct 58; trans to 37 AD 1 Jan 59; trans to 30 AD 1 Apr 59; trans to Duluth ADS 1 Jul 59; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Dec 59; trans to 29 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 23 AD 19 Nov 69; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

693d Radar Squadron (SAGE): act Apr 58 at Dobbins AFB CA; asgd to 35 AD; mvd to Dauphin Island AFS AL by Sep 58; trans to 32 AD 15 Nov 58; trans to Montgomery ADS 1 Nov 59; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61; reasgd 32 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 33 AD 14 Nov 69; reasgd to 20 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 30 Sep 70.

694th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 8 Aug 58 at Malmstrom AFB MT; asgd to 29 AD; mvd to Lewistown MT about Sep 58; trans to Great Falls ADS 1 Jul 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 61; trans to 28 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 24 AD 19 Nov 69; inact at Lewistown AFS MT 30 Jun 71; inact 30 Jun 71.

695th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 18 Apr 61 at Pickstown AFS SD; asgd to Sioux City ADS; trans to 30 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 8 Sep 68.
739th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 1 Feb 53 at Leaf River MN; asgd to 31 AD; site redesig to Wadena AFS MN 1 Dec 53; trans to 29 AD 1 Jan 59; trans to Grand Forks ADS ca. Apr 59; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jan 60; trans to Duluth ADS 4 Sep 63; trans to 29 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 34 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 29 AD 14 Nov 69; reasgd to 23 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 30 Sep 70.

750th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Edwards AFB CA; asgd to 544 AC&W Gp; trans to 27 AD 6 Feb 52; mvd to Atolia CA Jan 52; site redesig Boron AFS CA 1 Dec 53; trans to Los Angeles ADS 1 Oct 59; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 May 61; trans to 27 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 26 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 750 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inact 30 Jun 75.

751st Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Port Hueneme CA; asgd to 544 AC&W Gp; trans to 27 AD 6 Feb 52; mvd to Mt Laguna CA by 1 Feb 52; trans to Los Angeles ADS 1 Oct 59; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 May 61; trans to 27 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd 26 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 1 Mar 70; redesig from 751 ADG 1 Jan 74; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

752d Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Empire AFS MI; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; trans to 30 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4708 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 4706 ADW 1 Mar 56; trans to 37 AD 8 Jul 56; trans to 30 AD 1 Apr 59; trans to Sault Ste. Marie ADS 1 Apr 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; trans to Detroit ADS 15 Jul 63; trans to 34 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 29 AD 14 Nov 66; reasgd to 23 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 752 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inact 1 Apr 78.

753d Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Sault Ste. Marie AFS MI; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; trans to 30 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4706 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 37 AD 8 Jul 56; trans to 30 AD 1 Apr 59; trans to Sault Ste. Marie ADS 1 Apr 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; trans to Duluth ADS 1 Oct 63; trans to 29 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 34 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 29 AD 14 Nov 69; reasgd to 23 AD 19 Nov 69; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

754th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Oscoda MI; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; mvd to permanent site at Port Austin MI Jul 51; trans to 30 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4708 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 30 AD 8 Jul 56; trans to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 59; trans to 34 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 29 AD 14 Nov 69; reasgd to 23 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 754 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

755th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Elkhorn WI; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; trans to 30 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4706 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesig to Williams Bay AFS WI 1 Dec 53; trans to 37 AD 8 Jul 56; trans to 30 AD 1 Apr 59; trans to Chicago ADS 1 Jun 59; mvd to Arlington Heights IL 1 Apr 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Oct 60; trans to 20 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 30 AD 1 Dec 67; reasgd to 34 AD 1 Jul 68; inact 30 Sep 69.
763rd Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Shawnee NY; asgd to 540 AC&W Gp; trans to 32 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4707 Def Wg; 16 Feb 53; site redesig to Lockport AFS NY 1 Dec 53; trans to 4708 ADW 1 Mar 56; trans to 30 AD 8 Jul 56; trans to Syracuse ADS ca. Sep 58; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) Feb 59; trans to Detroit ADS 4 Sep 63; trans to 34 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 35 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 21 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 763 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inact 29 Jun 79.

764th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Bellevue Hl11 VT; asgd to 540 AC&W Gp; trans to 32 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4711 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesig to St Albans AFS VT 1 Dec 53; trans to 32 AD 1 Mar 56; trans to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; trans to Boston ADS 1 Aug 62; trans to 35 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 21 AD 19 Nov 69; redesgd to 21 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 764 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; inact 29 Jun 79.

765th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Charleston AFS ME; asgd to 540 AC&W Gp; mvd from temporary site at Dow to Charleston ME in Aug 51; trans to 32 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4711 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 32 AD 1 Mar 56; trans to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; trans to 36 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 35 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 21 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 1 Mar 70; react (date unknown); inact 29 Sep 79.

766th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Limestone ME; asgd to 540 AC&W Gp; trans to 32 AD 6 Feb 52; mvd to Caswell ME by 1 Feb 52; trans to 4711 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 32 AD 1 Mar 56; trans to Bangor ADS 15 Aug 58; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; trans to 36 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 35 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 21 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 766 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

770th Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Palermo AFS NJ; asgd to 503 AC&W Gp; trans to 26 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4710 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 4709 ADW 1 Mar 56; trans to 4621 ADW 18 Oct 56; trans to NY ADS on 8 Jan 57; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 58; trans to Washington ADS and mvd to Ft George G. Meade MD 1 Oct 61; trans to 33 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 20 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 770 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

771st Radar Squadron (SAGE): asgd 1 Jan 51 at Ft Custis VA; asgd to 503 AC&W Gp; trans to 26 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4710 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; site redesig to Cape Charles AFS VA 1 Dec 53; trans to 85 AD 1 Mar 56; trans to Washington ADS 1 Sep 58; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Oct 59; trans to 33 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 20 AD 19 Nov 69; redesig 771 Radar Sq 1 Feb 74; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.
780th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 1 Mar 51 at Fortuna AFS ND; asgd to 545 AC&W Gp; trans to 29 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to Minot ADS 1 Jan 61; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Aug 61; trans to Great Falls ADS 25 Jun 63; trans to 28 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 24 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 1 Mar 70; react (date unknown): inact 29 Sep 79.

781st Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 16 Apr 51 at Ft Custer MI; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; trans to 30 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4706 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 4708 Def Wg in Nov 53; trans to 30 AD 8 Jul 56; site redesig to Custer AFS MI in summer 56; trans to Detroit ADS 1 Apr 59; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 59; disc 25 Jun 65.

782d Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 16 Apr 51 at Rockville AFS IN; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; trans to 30 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4706 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 58 AD 1 Mar 56; trans to 37 AD 1 Sep 58; trans to 30 AD 1 Apr 59; trans to Chicago ADS 1 Jun 59; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Nov 59; trans to 20 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 25 Jun 66.

783d Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 16 Apr 51 at Guthrie AFS WV; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; trans to 30 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4708 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 58 AD 1 Mar 56; trans to 35 AD 1 Sep 58; trans to 32 AD 15 Nov 58; trans to Detroit ADS 1 Jul 61; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Jul 62; trans to 34 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 18 Jun 68.

784th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 16 Apr 51 at Ft Knox KY; asgd to 541 AC&W Gp; trans to 30 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 4706 Def Wg 16 Feb 53; trans to 58 AD 1 Mar 56; site redesig to Snow Mountain KY in summer of 56; trans to 35 AD 1 Sep 58; trans to 32 AD 15 Nov 58; trans to Chicago ADS 1 Jul 61; trans to Detroit ADS 1 Aug 61; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 May 62; trans to Chicago ADS 25 May 62; trans to 34 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 18 Jun 68.

785th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 10 Apr 51 at Finley AFS ND; asgd to 543 AC&W Gp; trans to 31 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 29 AD 16 Feb 53; trans to 31 AD 1 Mar 56; trans to 29 AD 1 Jan 59; trans to Grand Forks ADS ca. Apr 59; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jan 60; trans to Duluth ADS 4 Sep 63; trans to 29 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 28 AD 15 Sep 69; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

786th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 20 May 51 at Velva ND; asgd to 543 AC&W Gp; trans to 31 AD 6 Feb 52; trans to 29 AD 16 Feb 53; site redesig to Minot AFS ND 1 Dec 53; trans to Minot ADS 1 Jan 61; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 61; trans to Great Falls ADS 25 Jun 63; trans to 28 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 24 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 29 Sep 79.

787th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 27 Jun 51 at Noulton MN; asgd to 543 AC&W Gp; trans to 31 AD 6 Feb 52; site redesig to Chandler AFS MN 1 Dec 53; trans to 20 AD 1 Jan 59; trans to Kansas City ADS 1 Jan 60; trans to Grand Forks ADS 1 Mar 61; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Apr 61; trans to Sioux City ADS 4 Sep 63; trans to 30 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd 29 AD 1 Jul 68; inact 30 Sep 69.
810th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 20 Jun 53 at Dobbins AFB GA; asgd to 35 AD; mvd to Andrews AFB MD and asgd to 85 AD Jul 56; mvd to Winston Salem AFS NC in Dec 56; trans to 35 AD 1 Sep 58; trans to 32 AD 15 Nov 58; trans to Washington ADS 1 Jul 61; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Mar 62; trans to 33 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 20 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 31 Jul 70.

821st Radar Squadron (SAGE): act ca. Sep 57 at Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 9 AD; trans to 25 AD 15 Aug 58; trans to 4700 ABW 1 Sep 58; mvd to Baker AFS OR ca. Jul 59; trans to 25 AD 15 May 60; trans to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; trans to Reno ADS 15 Sep 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Oct 60; trans to 26 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 18 Jun 68.

822d Radar Squadron (SAGE): act by Feb 57 at Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 9 AD; mvd to Cottonwood AFS ID ca. Jul 58; trans to 25 AD 15 Aug 58; trans to 4700 ADW 1 Sep 58; trans to Spokane ADS 15 Mar 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 60; trans to Seattle ADS 1 Jun 63; disc 25 Jun 65.

823d Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 8 Apr 55 at Geiger Fld WA; asgd to 9 AD; mvd to Mica Peak AFS WA in summer of 56; trans to 25 AD 15 Aug 58; trans to 4700 ADW 1 Sep 58; site redesig Geiger Fld WA in early 1959; redesig Spokane IAP WA in Aug 60; trans to Spokane ADS 15 Mar 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Sep 60; trans to Seattle ADS 1 Jun 63; trans to 25 AD 1 Apr 66; inact 1 Jul 75.

827th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act ca. Sep 57 at Kingsley Fld OR; asgd to 28 AD; site redesig to Keno AFS OR ca. Feb 58; trans to 25 AD 1 Mar 59; site redesig back to Kingsley Fld OR in 59; trans to Portland ADS 1 Mar 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; trans to 26 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 25 AD 15 Sep 69; inact 1 Mar 70.

858th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 8 Oct 55 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 28 AD; mvd to Fallon AFS NV in 56; trans to San Francisco ADS 1 Jul 60; trans to Reno ADS 15 Sep 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 1 Dec 62; trans to 26 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 27 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 26 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 1 Mar 70; react (date unknown); inact 30 Jun 75.

859th Radar Squadron (SAGE): act 8 Sep 55 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 28 AD; mvd to Red Bluff AFS CA in spring of 56; trans to 25 AD 1 Mar 59; trans to 25 AD 1 Mar 59; trans to Portland ADS 1 Mar 60; redesig from AC&W Sq to Radar Sq (SAGE) 15 Jul 60; trans to 26 AD 1 Apr 66; reasgd to 27 AD 15 Sep 69; reasgd to 26 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 30 Sep 70.
Satellite

2d Satellite Control Squadron: act 1 Oct 85 at Falcon AFS CO and asgd to 2 Space Wg.

4th Satellite Communications Squadron: act 1 Aug 86 at Holloman AFB NM.

1025th Satellite Communications Squadron, Mobile: act 1 Oct 83 at Holloman AFB NM; inact 1 Aug 86.

Supply

1st Supply Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 to 1 M&S Gp at George AFB CA; inact 6 Feb 52; react 1 Aug 55 at Selfridge AFB MI and asgd to 1 Ftr Gp; reasgd to 1 M&S Gp 18 Oct 56; trans to 1 ABG 1 Feb 61; trans to 1 Ftr Wg (AD) 1 Apr 63; mvd from Selfridge to Hamilton AFB CA 31 Dec 69; mvd to MacDill AFB FL o/a 10 Oct 70 and reasgd to TAC.

4th Supply Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51; reasgd PCS to FEAF 1 Oct 51.

32d Supply Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Minot AFB ND; trans to SAC 1 Jul 62.

33d Supply Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 to 33 M&S Sq at Otis AFB MA; inact 6 Feb 52; react 1 Aug 55 and asgd to 33 Ftr Gp; inact thru redesig as 551 Supply Sq 18 Aug 57.

46th Supply Squadron: act 15 Mar 75 at Peterson AFB CO and asgd to 46 ADW; trans to SAC 1 Oct 79.

52d Supply Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 to 52 M&S Gp at McGuire AFB NJ; inact 6 Feb 52; react 1 Jul 63; reasgd to 52 Ftr Gp 30 Sep 68; inact 31 Dec 69.

56th Supply Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 to 56 M&S Sq, Selfridge AFB MI; inact 6 Feb 52; react 1 Feb 61 and asgd to 56 ABG; reasgd to 56 Ftr Wg 1 Apr 63; reasgd to SAC 1 Jan 64.

57th Supply Squadron: act 1 Aug 64 at Paine Fld WA and asgd to 57 Ftr Gp; disc 30 Sep 68.

78th Supply Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA and asgd to 78 M&S Gp; inact 6 Feb 52; react 1 Aug 55 and asgd to 78 Ftr Gp (AD); trans to 78 ABG 18 Oct 56; trans to 78 M&S Gp Jul 57; trans to 78 ABG 1 Feb 61; trans to 78 Ftr Wg 1 Apr 63; inact 31 Dec 69.

81st Supply Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB WA to 81 M&S Sq; trans to USAFE (3 AF) 22 Aug 51.
564th Supply Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Otis AFB MA and asgd to 564 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

566th Supply Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Hamilton AFB CA and asgd to 566 ADG; inact 18 Aug 55.

567th Supply Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at McChord AFB WA and asgd to 567 ABG (567 ADG 16 Feb 53); inact 18 Aug 55.

568th Supply Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at McGuire AFB NJ and asgd to 568 ABG (568 ADG 16 Feb 53); inact 1 Jul 54.

569th Supply Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Larson AFB WA and asgd to 569 ABG; inact 7 Apr 52.

575th Supply Squadron: act 1 Feb 52 at Selfridge AFB MI; and asgd to 575 ABG (575 ADG 16 Feb 53); inact 18 Aug 55.

1001st Supply Squadron: act 1 Apr 83 at Peterson AFB CO.

4600th Supply Squadron: act through redesig of 4614 Supply Sq 1 Apr 63; inact 15 Mar 75.

4603d Supply Squadron: act 1 Oct 64 at Stewart AFB NY and asgd to 4603 ABG; inact 31 Dec 69.

4604th Supply Squadron (NMC): act 15 Sep 65 at Ent AFB CO and asgd to 4600 ABW; redesig 4604 Aerospace Support Sq (NMC) 1 Jan 73.

4609th Supply Squadron: org 30 Sep 68 at Kincheloe AFB MI and asgd to 4609 ABG; inact 30 Jun 71.

4614th Supply Squadron: act 1 Feb 60 at Peterson AFB CO and asgd to 4614 Support Gp; disc through redesig as 4600 Supply Sq 1 Apr 63.

4676th Supply Squadron: org 18 Jul 68 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO; and asgd to 4676 ABG; inact 1 Jul 70.

4683d Supply Squadron: act 1 Jul 60 at Thule AB, Greenland, and asgd to 4683 ADW; trans to 4683 ABG 10 Nov 60; trans to 4683 ADW 1 Apr 63; disc 1 Jul 65.

4684th Supply Squadron: act 1 Jul 60 at Sondrestrom AB, Greenland, and asgd to 4684 ABG; disc 1 Oct 60.

4750th Supply Squadron: act 1 Apr 54 at Yuma City Aprt AZ and asgd to 4750 ABG; redesig 4750 Supply Sq 1 Sep 54; disc 1 Apr 59.
4624th Support Squadron (SAGE): act 15 Jul 59 at Hancock Fld NY and asgd to Syracuse ADS; trans to 4624 Spt Gp 1 Jan 60; trans to Boston ADS 4 Sep 63; trans to 21 AD 19 Nov 69; inact as spt sq and act as air def sq 1 Jul 72; inact 1 Jul 72.

4625th Support Squadron: act 15 Jul 59 at Adair AFS OR and asgd to Portland ADS; reasgd to 26 AD 1 Apr 66; inact 30 Sep 69.

4626th Support Squadron: act 15 Jul 59 at Topsham AFS ME and asgd to Bangor ADS; inact 30 Sep 69.

4627th Support Squadron: act 15 Jul 59 at Custer AFS MI and asgd to Detroit ADS; inact 31 Dec 69.

4628th Support Squadron: act 15 Jul 59 at McChord AFB WA and asgd to Seattle ADS; trans to 25 AD 1 Jun 61; inact 1 Jul 72 as a spt sq and act same date as an air def sq (see 4628 Air Def Sq).

4630th Support Squadron: act 1 Oct 59 at Minot AFB ND and asgd to Minot ADS; disc 15 Aug 63; act 1 Apr 66 at Goose AB, Labrador; inact 30 Jun 70.

4631st Support Squadron: act 15 Jul 59 at Truax Fld WI and asgd to Chicago ADS; trans to 30 AD 15 Nov 63; trans to 20 AD 1 Apr 66; disc 31 Dec 67.

4632d Support Squadron: act 15 Jul 59 at Dobbins AFB GA and asgd to 32 AD; mvd to Oklahoma City AFS 1 Aug 61; trans to 4752 ADW 1 Mar 62; trans to Oklahoma City ADS 25 Jun 63; reasgd to 31 AD 1 Apr 66; inact 31 Dec 69.


4635th Support Squadron: act 15 Jul 59 at Larson AFB WA and asgd to Spokane ADS; disc 1 Sep 63.

4637th Support Squadron: act 15 Jul 59 at McGuire AFB NJ and asgd to 21 AD; disc 31 Dec 67.

4638th Support Squadron: act 15 Jul 59 at Ft Lee AFS VA and asgd to Washington ADS; reasgd to 20 AD 19 Nov 69; inact 1 Jul 72 and act same date as 4638 Air Def Sq.

4639th Support Squadron: act 1 Jan 60 at Kirtland AFB NM and asgd to Albuquerque ADS; disc 1 Apr 60.


4641st Support Squadron: act 15 Jul 59 at Beale AFB CA and asgd to San Francisco ADS CA; disc 1 Aug 63.
17th Surveillance Squadron: org 1 Jan 67 at Moorestown NJ; asgd to 73 ASW; redesig Surveillance Sq (from Aerospace Surveillance Sq) 3 Jan 67; inact 31 Dec 69; react 1 May 83 at San Miguel, Philippines.

18th Surveillance Squadron: org 1 Jan 67 at Edwards AFB CA; asgd to 73 ASW; redesig Surveillance Sq (from Aerospace Surveillance Sq) 3 Jan 67; asgd to HQ 14 Aerospace Force 30 Apr 71; inact 1 Oct 75.

19th Surveillance Squadron: org 1 Jan 67 at Diyarbakir, Turkey; asgd to 73 ASW; redesig Surveillance Sq (from Aerospace Surveillance Sq) 3 Jan 67; asgd to HQ 14 Aerospace Force 30 Apr 71; reasgd to 21 AD 1 Oct 76; reasgd to SAC 1 Dec 79; reasgd to Space Command 1 May 83.

4783d Surveillance Squadron: org 1 Jul 67 at Laredo MTK TX; asgd to 31 AD; reasgd to 27 AD 15 Nov 69; reasgd to 26 AD 19 Nov 69; reasgd to 14 AEROFL and mvd to Laredo AFB TX o/a 8 Jul 72; inact 8 Jul 72.

**Target**

17th Tow Target Squadron: act 8 Jan 55 at Yuma Cty Aprt AZ; asgd to 4750 ADG (Wpns); redesig Vincent AFB AZ in fall of 56; trans to 4750 ADW (Wpns) 1 Oct 58; mvd to MacDill AFB FL ca. Jun 59; disc 15 Jun 60.

23d Tow Target Squadron: act 18 Oct 56 at Tyndall AFB FL; asgd to 4756 ADG (Wpns); mvd to MacDill AFB FL ca. Jun 59; trans to 4750 ADW (Wpns) 1 Oct 59; inact 15 Oct 59.

4750th Tow Target Squadron: act 1 Sep 54 at Yuma Cty Aprt AZ; asgd to 4750 ADG (Wpns); (org act as 4750 Spt Sq 1 Apr 54); redesig 4750 Tow Target Sq 1 Sep 54; disc 8 Jan 55.

**Test**

475th Test Squadron: act 1 Jan 75 at Tyndall AFB FL; asgd to ADWC; reasgd to TAC 1 Oct 79.

4750th Test Squadron: act 1 Sep 56 at Vincent AFB AZ; asgd to 4750 ADW (Wpns); trans to 73 AD 7 Jul 57 and mvd to Tyndall AFB FL; trans to 4756 ADG (Wpns) 1 Jul 61; trans to 4756 ADW (Tng) 1 Jan 63; redesig from 4750 Test Sq (Tactical and Application Engineering) to 4750 Test Sq (Operational) 1 Jan 63; reasgd to ADWC 1 Jan 68; redesig 475 Test Sq and inact 1 Jan 75.

4786th Test Squadron: act 31 Dec 69 at Edwards AFB CA; asgd to HQ ADC; asgd to ADWC at Tyndall AFB FL 1 Mar 71; inact 15 Apr 72.

6595th Test Squadron: act date unknown at Vandenberg AFB CA; disc 15 Nov 63.
4759th Combat Crew Training Squadron: act date unknown at McClellan
AFB CA; asgd to 4759 ADS (Tng); redesign 4759 CCTS 1 Jan 73; inact
1 Apr 75.

4760th Combat Crew Training Squadron: org 1 Mar 67 at Webb AFB TX;
asgd to 14 AF; disc 31 Dec 67.

4781st Combat Crew Training Squadron: act 1 Sep 62 at Perrin AFB TX;
asgd to 4780 ADW (Tng); inact 31 Dec 69.

4781st Flying Training Squadron: act 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB TX; asgd
to 4780 ADW (Tng); redesign 4781 CCTS 1 Sep 62; disc 1 Sep 62.

4782d Combat Crew Training Squadron: act 1 Jul 62 at Perrin AFB TX;
asgd to 4780 ADW (Tng); inact 30 Jun 71.

Transportation

1st Transportation Squadron: act 18 Oct 56 thru redesign of 1 Motor
Vehicle Sq at Selfridge AFB MI and asgd to 1 Ftr Gp; moved to Hamilton
AFB CA 31 Dec 69; moved to MacDill AFB FL o/a 10 Oct 70 and reassigned to
TAC.

32d Transportation Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Minot AFB ND; trans to
SAC 1 Jul 62.

33d Transportation Squadron: act 18 Oct 56 at Otis AFB MA; inact thru
redesign as 551 Transportation Sq 18 Aug 57.

46th Transportation Squadron: act 15 Mar 75 at Peterson AFB CO and
asgd to 46 ADW; trans to SAC 1 Oct 79.

78th Transportation Squadron: formed thru redesign of 78 Motor Vehicle
Sq 18 Oct 56 and asgd to 78 ABG; trans to 78 M&S Gp Jul 57; trans to
78 ABG 1 Feb 61; trans to 78 CSG 1 Apr 63; inact 31 Dec 69.

325th Transportation Squadron: act 18 Oct 56 at McChord AFB WA; disc
1 Jul 68.

328th Transportation Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Richards-Gebaur AFB MO
and asgd to 328 ABG; trans to 328 CSG 1 Apr 63; disc 18 Jul 68.

478th Transportation Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Grand Forks AFB ND and
asgd to 478 ABG; trans to SAC 1 Jul 63.

507th Transportation Squadron: act 1 Feb 61 at Kincheloe AFB MI and
asgd to 507 ABG; trans to 507 CSG 1 Apr 63; disc 30 Sep 68.

551st Transportation Squadron: act 18 Aug 57 at Otis AFB MA and asgd
to 551 M&S Gp; trans to 551 ABG 8 Nov 58; trans to 551 CSG 1 Apr 63;
inact 31 Dec 69.
15th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: act 20 Jun 52 at Stewart AFB NY; disc 12 Oct 53.

16th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: act Jun 52 at Norton AFB CA; disc Jan 53.

17th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: act Jun 52 at Kirtland AFB NM; inact 8 Dec 54.

18th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: act Jun 52 at McChord AFB WA; inact 8 Mar 54.

19th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: act Jun 52 at Hamilton AFB CA; inact 8 Aug 54.

4600th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: act 16 Jan 51 at Ent AFB CO; disc 25 Jun 52.

4648th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: act 23 Jan 52 at Hancock Fld, Syracuse NY and asgd to 32 AD; disc 20 Jun 52.

4649th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: act 23 Jan 52 at Willow Run MI and asgd to 30 AD; disc 20 Jun 52.

4650th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Roslyn NY and asgd to EADF; trans to 26 AD 6 Feb 52; disc 20 Jun 52.

4651st Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Otis AFB MA and asgd to EADF; trans to 4704 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; disc 20 Jun 52.

4682d Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: act 28 Aug 51 at Tinker AFB OK and asgd to 159 AC&W Gp; trans to 33 AD 6 Feb 52; disc 24 Jun 52.

4683d Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: act 28 Aug 51 at Ft Snelling MN and asgd to 543 AC&W Gp; trans to 31 AD 6 Feb 52; disc 24 Jun 52.

4700th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Stewart AFB NY and asgd to 4700 ABG; disc 20 Jun 52.

4725th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at McChord AFB WA to 20 AD; trans to 4704 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; disc Jun 52.

4726th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Larson AFB WA and asgd to WADF; trans to 4703 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; trans to WADF 17 Mar 52; disc 7 Apr 52.

4727th Women in the Air Force (WAF) Squadron: asgd 1 Jan 51 at Hamilton AFB CA and asgd to WADF; trans to 4702 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; disc Jun 52.
FLIGHTS

13th Crash–Rescue Boat Flight: act by Aug 51 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to 78 FTW; trans to 4702 Def Wg 6 Feb 52; redesig from sq to flight by 1 Sep 52; trans to 78 Ftr Gp (AD) 18 Aug 55 IAW Project Arrow; inact summer of 56.

103d Radar Calibration Flight: federalized ANG 7 Feb 52 at Griffiss AFB NY; asgd to 7 RCS; federalized as det but immediately redesig as flight; trans to 109 RCS in Sep 52; inact Nov 52.

108th Radar Calibration Flight: federalized ANG 19 Nov 51 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to WADF; redesig as a flight from a det by 1 Mar 52; released from AD and returned to state control 1 Feb 53.

111th Radar Calibration Flight: federalized ANG 13 Jan 52 at Hamilton AFB CA; asgd to WADF; redesig from det to flight by 1 Sep 52; released from AD and returned to state control 1 Feb 53.

551st Physiological Training Flight: org 1 Jul 64 at Otis AFB MA; asgd to 551 USAF Hospital; inact 1 Jan 69.

4603d Management Engineering Flight: act 1 Oct 73 at Ent AFB CO; mvd to Peterson Fld 0/a 15 Oct 74; inact as a sq 30 Jan 75.

4739th Radar Evaluation Flight: act 1 Apr 57 at Goose Air Base, Labrador, asgd to 4732 ADG; inact early 58.

4756th Physiological Training Flight: act date unknown at Tyndall AFB FL; inact 1 Jan 69.

4780th Physiological Training Flight: act date unknown at Perrin AFB TX; inact 1 Jan 69

6630th Radar Evaluation Flight: asgd 1 Apr 57 at Goose AB, Labrador; asgd to 64 AD; 1 Apr 57 redesig 4739 Radar Evaluation ECM Flight flying B-29s.

SCHOOLS

NCO Academy: Non-commissioned Officers Academy established in Mar 57 at Otis AFB MA. Mvd to Hamilton AFB CA in Nov 59; mvd to Tyndall AFB FL 17 Jul 73; trans to TAC 1 Oct 79.

USAF Interceptor Weapons School: formed thru redesig of 4757 ADS (Interceptor Weapons School) which was asgd from ATC to ADC 1 Jul 57 at Tyndall AFB FL; redesig USAF Interceptor Weapons School and asgd to ADWC; inact 1 Nov 77.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAR</td>
<td>Alaskan ADCOM Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>Air Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABG</td>
<td>Air Base Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>Air Base Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABW</td>
<td>Air Base Wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC&amp;W</td>
<td>Aircraft Control and Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acft</td>
<td>Aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACon</td>
<td>Aircraft Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act</td>
<td>Activated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Air Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active Duty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>Air Defense Command (21 Mar 46-15 Jan 68) and Aerospace Defense Command (15 Jan 68-1 Jul 75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADCOM</td>
<td>Aerospace Defense Command, the MAJCOM (from 1 Jul 75 to inactivation 31 Mar 80) and the specified command (1 Jul 75 to inactivation 19 Dec 86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADD</td>
<td>Aerospace Defense Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADG</td>
<td>Air Defense Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin</td>
<td>Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMS</td>
<td>Air Defense Missile Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADS</td>
<td>Air Defense Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air Defense Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMS</td>
<td>Air Defense Missile Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADW</td>
<td>Aerospace Defense Wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air Defense Wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADWC</td>
<td>Air Defense Weapons Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEMS</td>
<td>Armament and Electronic Maintenance Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CES</td>
<td>Civil Engineering Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Const</td>
<td>Constituted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>Converted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Communications Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSG</td>
<td>Combat Support Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Def</td>
<td>Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desig</td>
<td>Designated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Det</td>
<td>Detachment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEW</td>
<td>Distant Early Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc</td>
<td>Discontinued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSES</td>
<td>Defense Systems Evaluation Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EADF</td>
<td>Eastern Air Defense Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECM</td>
<td>Electronic Countermeasures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEAF</td>
<td>Far East Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIG</td>
<td>Fighter Interceptor Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 SWG</td>
<td>1st Space Wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIS</td>
<td>Fighter Interceptor Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIW</td>
<td>Fighter Interceptor Wing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fld</td>
<td>Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flt</td>
<td>Flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS</td>
<td>Field Maintenance Squadron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ftr</td>
<td>Fighter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL</td>
<td>Greenland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gp</td>
<td>Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ</td>
<td>Headquarters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PCS  Permanent Change of Station
RAFB  Royal Air Force Base
RCAP  Royal Canadian Air Force
RCS  Radar Calibration Squadron
React  Reactivated
Redesig  Redesignated
Reorg  Reorganized
REF  Radar Evaluation Flight
RES  Radar Evaluation Squadron
SAC  Strategic Air Command
SAGE  Semi-Automatic Ground Environment
SOG  Satellite Operations Group
SPS  Security Police Squadron
Spt  Support
SURS  Surveillance Squadron
SWG  Space Wing
SSW  Space Support Wing
TAC  Tactical Air Command
Tech  Technical
Tng  Training
Trans  Transferred
USAPE  United States Air Forces in Europe
WADF  Western Air Defense Force